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ALBUQUERQUE EVENING CITIZEN
AIJJUQUKKQUE, NEW MEXICO, WEDNESDAY

19

VOLUME

EVENING. JULY

JAPAN'S STRONGEST ALLY

CANADA'S ROUTE AS

NUMIiER 182

1005.

PERTAINING TO THE

COMPARED WITH PANAMA

RUSSIAN CONDITION

Dominion Government to Own Half Grand Trunk
Pacific and Then Lease it to

Representatives of the People Will be Summoned
to Kremlin July
of Two
Cruisers are Disarmed.
19-Cr-

Railroad Company.
Montreal, Canada, July 12. The biggest thing In the Canadian thought at
the present moment U the construction of the new Grand Trunk Pacific
across the continent. Work begins
have practhis month. The engineerssurveys,
the
tically completed their
problems of financing have been solved
and the first shovel will soon be sunk
into the dirt at Fort WMHam, on the
Superior.
northern chore of
This point has been chosen for a
' beginning,
because at first most of
water up
the supplies can come by bay.
From
ljito Rimerlor to Thunder
William the new road will be
. Fort
run northwest a distance of about 220
miles east of Winnipeg, where a station and city Is still to be created and
named. Here It will Join the main
line.
From Ocean to Ocean.
The new road Is to run from the
Atlantic to the Faclflc oceans, from
.Moncton, N. B., on the east, to Port
Simpson, B. C. on the west. Every
foot will be new rails and ties. The
country through which R tuns will
lso be new. Its length will be 3,200
miles, and the estimated cost will not
be less than 1160,000,000 half tnei
ost of the Panama canal. The whole
trans-continent-

project will be superintended and car-ile- d
out by people brought up from
the United States.
Government Owned.
thing, perThe most Interesting
haps, about Canada's new .transcontinental road, Is the fart that more than
half of It will be a government built
and owned railway. From Moncton
to Winnipeg, the eastern 1,800 miles
it will be entirely and exclusively a
government enterprise.
The western
1.600 miles
from Winnipeg to Port
Simpson will be built by the Grand
Tiunk company, with the government
guaranteeing 75 per cent of the bonds.
But the esatern end of the line. It Is
agreed, Is to be leased to the Grand
Trunk company, so that concern becomes the actual operator of the entire system.
New Capital Cities.
The rapid opening up of the great
British Northwest, to be Teached by
this road, has. necessitated the organization of the teiritory into two
Alberta and Sasnew provinces,
katchewan. The Canadian parliament
Is now wrangling over the apportionment of representation for tnese provinces in the Dominion parliament at
Ottawa, and the location of the new
capital cities.

PACIFIC COAST

IN STATEHOOD

SEA TRAGEDY

.,

Negro Kills the Crew and Mammoth Convention From
Oklahoma and Indian
Passengers of Schooner,
12

in All.

Territory.

.

-

....

WOMAN

ESCAPES

New Orleans, La.. July 12. The
Norwegian steamer Bratton, Captain
Holm, fiom Celba, Honduras, reports
a. startling tragedy on a small trading, schooner, the Olympia. The crew
and passengers, twelve ' lu number,
were all murdered by a negro named
Robert McGill, except one passenger,
by
escaped
& young woman, who
swimming ashore after being struck
on the head by an oar,
He
McGill shot all his victims.
also forced one of the ciew to scuttle the schooner and then shot lilm.
McGill escaped to shore In a small
boat and was subsequently captured
at El Provener, Honduras. The captain of the Olympia had $1,400 In his
cabin.
MINING

COMPANY

TO

MEETS

TO

STATEHOOD

FAVOR

Oklahoma City, July 12. One thousand delegates from Indian Territory
and Oklahoma met in convention here
today to take some definite action
looking to immediate statehood. There
delegations
many contesting
are
from Indian Territory, where it Is alleged the Indians were not given a
fair representation but this disagreement had been settled bfore the con- vention was called to order.
'

GOLD MINE NEAR
MATEO PEAK.
July 12. P. C. Boil
by F. H. Smith, has dis-- ;
covered a gold mine near Mateo peak.
which promises to bring big returns
The lead is composed of a disinte
grated rock, panning gold, though no
tree gold is visible in the quaitz.
The formation strongly resembles
that at Cripple Creek, the two own
ers will visit their find some time this
mouth.

Socorro, N.

grub-stake-

M.,

d

START OPERATIONS.
Alamogordo, N. M.. July 12. The
Excelsior Mining and Development
company, which owns mines at Brlce, '
N. M., and in the JaiUla district, will
' Groton Celebrates.
probably start up operations in a
Groton, Mass., July 12. Groton's
.short time, as the result of reorgancelebration,
for
ization of the company, which re- quarter-millennicently occurred liere.
which preparations have been in proNew directors were elected an fol gress for nearly a year, took place
r
day In
lows: Judge E. A. Mann, Alamo-- today and it proved a
gordo; W. B. Bates, Brice, N. M.; O the history of the old town. The literD. Warnock, El Paso; Duncan Camp ary exercises took place this morning
bell, 101 Paso; T. H. Springer, El Paso; in the First Parish church, the historGeorge Warnock, Alomogordo; H. H. ical address being delivered by the
Majoi, Alamogordo. W. B. Bates and Hon. Samuel A. Green of Boston.
O. D. Warnock were elected fiscal
dinner was served in a large
agents and O. D. Warnock, general tent and there were speeches by sevmanager.
E. A. Mann and George eral prominent citizens and sons of
Warnock were named as the execu Groton.
tive committee.
CIGAR CUTTER CLIPS
DYNAMITING FISH BREAKS
MINISTER'S FINGER TIP.
DAM AT ST. JOHNS.
Huntington Beach, Cal., July 12.
Phoenix, Ariz., July 12. News has The Rev. J. L. Pilner, chairman of the
reached Phoenix of damage to the St. building committee of the Methodist
John's dam, which came near result- conference, nas barned a lesson about
ing a repetition of the disastrous flood the devices used by smokers. While
that swept down the valley of the talking to the proprietor of the HuntLitle Colorado last spring. Boys ex- ington Beach cafe, he
ploded dynamite In the reservoir to tapped upon the cigar cutter. It rekill fish. The concussion ont only sponded with a gentle clicking sound.
killed the fish, but tore a great rent Suddenly he tapped harder, and the
In the dam, which was repaired with automatic knives under the aperture
difficulty. C. T. Hirst, of this city, sliced off the end of his index finger.
who is the head of the St. John's The wound bled profusely and reCanal company, Is making every effort quired the services of a surgeon.
to learn the Identity of the persons
Bauermeister Benefit
responsible for the damage.
London, July 12. Covent Garden
was well filled this afternoon on the
Labor Leader to Hang.
Kansas City, Mo., July 12. Unless occasion of the benefit performance
the well
respite from for Mile. Bauermeister,
there is an eleventh-hou- r
Governor Folk the execution of Edgar known singer, who after a professionO. Bailey will take place tomorrow. al career for forty years, has retired
Bailey was convicted of killing a non- from the opera. The benefit was arunion hack man during the teamsters' ranged by Mme. Melba. who had the
Every effort 'oas cordial assistance of the Duchess of
strike here.
been made to save him from the gal- Portland, the Duchess of Sontherland,
lows, the case being carried to the su- Sir Ernest Cassel, Mr. Alfred Rothpreme court which body refused to schild, Mrs. Adair and other prominent society folk.
grant a rehearing.
red-lette-

absent-mindedl-

Texas Mayors in Session.
Mineral Wells, Texas, July 12. The
Mayors' Association of Texas began
Its annual meeting here today and will
remain in session until Saturday. The
executives and other officials of the
chief municipalities of the state are
in attendance. Sewerage, paving, sanitation, municipal accounts and numerous other topics are to be discussed.

GFN. ST0S5EL IS

PUCEDJJNDER ARREST
St. Petersburg, Juiy 12. The Nasha
Shian prints a report that Lieut. Gen.
Stoessel has been placed under arrest
at Tsarskoe Selo in consequence of
revelations made by the commission
which has been Investigating the defense and capitulation of Port Arthur,
and that the sword of honor donated
by a number of French admirers of
Stoessel's will not be presented.

y

WORLD'S ONLY EXCLUSIVE
HOSPITAL FOR WOMEN.
New York, July 12.

The new $050,-00- 0
woman's hospital, which has been
erected in One Hundred and Tenth
street, on an imposing site opposite
the cathedral of St. John the Divine,
will soon be ready to open Its doors.
Among the prominent women Interested In the hospital are Mrs. Russell
Sage, Miss Helen Gould, Mrs. Astor
and Mrs. Levi P. Morton.
The new hospital will be the only
institution In the world dovoted exclusively to the treutment of diseases
peculiar to women, lu some respects
the hospital will be the best equipped
institution of its kind in the world.
Apparatus and fixtures approved by
the most advanced scientists, have
been procured. The operating looms
are all on the top floor, and there is
an attic above for the kitchens. The
laundry, pathological and sterilizing
rooms are also on the upper floors.
There are six stories in all.

r,

NATURAL GAS EXPLODES
AND KILLS TWO

SPECIAL AGENT
OF SANTA FE

tion from Reykjavnlk states thatprospecting In that neighborhood continues, and that many finds are re-- (
ported. An engineer has brought in j
a large nugget he dug up at
a place lying considerable dis- Is Killed by
tance from Reykjavnlk, where It isi
believed ft new gold field will be.
in Kansas,
opened.

STEAM LAUNCH

FOR CHINESE

'

fcl

I
Gold Found In Iceland.
rVtnonhaepn
Jnlv 12. Oolrl discov
eries In Iceland have caused a regular
Informagold fever in the Island.

Vest-lande-

YOUNG

ONE

ews

Bt. Petersburg, July 12. The Slovo REAR ADMIRAL KRUGER
RETIRES FOR INCAPACITY
positively announces that the emperor j.
will travel to Moscow where on Wed- j St. Petersburg, July 12. The Nasha
nesday, the 19th InBtant, he will issue Shlan says that Rear Admiral Kmm
a proclamation summoning the repre- will leave the service on account of
alleged Incapacity In connection with
sentatives of the people at the palace his treatment
of the
created
of the Kremlin. Some of the officials by the mutiny abroadsituation
th battleship
Mosof the court have already gone to
Potemklne at Odessa.
cow to make preparations for the
PEASANTS DESTROY PROPERTY
event.
OF THE SERGIU3 ESTATE
CHINA'S DESIRE TO
Dmltrovosk, Russia, July 12. PeasPARTICIPATE NOJ GRATIFIED ants have overrun and destroyed m
large amount of property belonging
Pekln, July 12. The Chinese gov- to the vast estate of the late Grand
Serglus near Dobinsky.
ernment recently notified the Russian, Duke
the Japanese and also other legations TWO CRUISERS DISARMED
FOR FEAR OF MUTINY
that China would refuse to recognise
any arrangements made at the apHeval, Russia, July 12. Being approaching peace conference in the prehensive
of mutiny the authorities
United States, .regarding Chinese in- have ordered the sailors of the Rusterests, unless China was consulted sian cruisers Mlnlne and Kreml to be
in the matter. Japan replied politely, relieved of their arms. Serious displainly intimating that the notifica- content hag been manifested among
the crews of the warships owing to
tion received from China would in no the quality of the food supply. The
adoptwise change the plan of action
officer who Is held responsible for this
ed by the Japanese. ,No reply was state of affairs has been placed unreceived from Russia.
der arrest.

FOR JOINTURE

A STARTLING

4

112,

Desperadoes

Pittsburg, July 12. Two persons
dead and several seriously injured ts
the result of an explosion in a dwelling house at Fortieth and Liberty avenue. The explosion Is thought to have
been due to natural gas.

Portland Chamber ot Commerce Asks President
For New Treaty.

IS

SUNK

IN

Hudson River

by a Tramp
Steamer and Three
are Killed.

WESTERN UNION IS

AGAINST RACING NEWS ADMITTING
New York, July 12. The executive

Who Were

committee of the Western Union Tele
graph company passed a resolution
today recommending to the full board
Big Parade of Elks.
Subsequently
of directors that news from horse
Buffalo, N. Y., July 12. This was
raoes be not supplied by the company
the big day of the Elks' national conexcept to persons receiving them
vention and reunion. This forenoon
20,000 members of the antlered tribs KILLED BY A PURSUING POSSE through regular office.
paraded through the downtown thorWant Grand Jury System Abolished
oughfares and received the applause
Des Moines, Iowa, July 12. Promt
of the thousands of spectators who
lined the sidewalks and filled every Of Citizens, One of Whom, a nent members of the bench and bar of
Iowa to a total of several score are
available door and window. The
gathered in Des Moines for the an
parade was one of the biggest things
Was
Woman,
Shot in
nual meeting of the Iowa Bar assocla
Evof its kind ever seen in Buffalo.
tion. The proceedings are to last
ery state and territory was representthe Leg.
three days and promise to be of excep
ed and many delegates were garbed
tional interest. One of the most im
costumes
in fantastic or picturesque
portaut matters of discussion will be
typifying the section of country from
whence they came. Forty bands DESPERADOES HAD ROBBED HOTEL the report of tho committee on law
reform recommending that a constiwere In the parade.
tutional amendment should be adopted
The patade formed at 10 o'clock in
Topeka, July 12. Information has providing for the abolition of the
Pranklin street, near Huron, and proreceived here that J. C. Calhoon, grand Jury and for placing parties
ceeded to the Terrace, and thence abeen
special agent of the Santa Fe, was upon trial upon Information.
through Main street, passing In rethis morning by
view before the grand lodge officers shot and killed early
supposed to be a BLOW IS GIVEN
and invited guests who occupied a two desperadoes,gang
TO COIN COLLECTORS.
portion of the
that were constand erected in Lafayette square.
Washington, D. C. July 12.--- Ac
nected with the recent hotel robbery
at Wlnfleld. It Is also stated that one cordiiig to a local dealer in stamps
Boyne Battle Recalled.
Belfast, July 12. The two hundred of the gang was killed and another and coins, the little "balboas," or the
2V6 cent silver pieces, recently made
and fifteenth anniversary of the bat- surrounded.
by the Philadelphia mint for the Pan
tle of the Boyne, In which William
ama republic, are selling rapidly for
III. defeated James II.. was eelebiated THE DESPERADOES ARE
SHOT AND KILLED ten cents each. The ardor of the coin
by the Orange societies today, with
Wlnfleld, Kan., July 12. The two collectors, for Panama money, how
the usual parades and speech making.
ever, may subside as suddenly as the
There were the usual clashes be- highwaymen who early today at
tween Orangemen and Nationalists,
shot aud killed J. C. Calhoon desire tor the stamps of tb little re
but the police were out in force and of Kansas City, special agent of the public, as an order nas gone rortn
prevented serious conflict.
Santa Fe, were surrounded by a posse to withdraw the 2V4 cent pieces from
at HewinB, near the Oklahoma state circulation. Since the Panama repub
Anniversary at Toronto.
lic was formed, the government there
line, and shot and killed.
Toronto, Ont., July 12. The Or- t
has furnished stamp collectors with
angemen of Toronto celebrated the
between 150 and 2oO varieties of
Fuller Particulars Given.
anniversary of the battle of the
stamps. These have been absorbed
by
a
were
overtaken
The
outlaws
Boyne here today. There was a proposse
citizens at Hewlns, seven by collectors, who have paid nearly
cession through the business streets, miles of
Cedarvale, close to the iaOO.000 into the republic's treasury
from
followed by speech-makinOklahoma line. One of the outlaws, for them. Now, the coin collectors
Ed. Madlgan, of Ponea City, Okla., think they are going to get the same
Fraternal Mystic Circle.
was instantly killed by the posse. The treatment, so tho order to recall the
Atlantic City, N. J., July 12. The other,
of
Wm. Chadburn, of this city, "balhoas" has aroused a storm
annual meeting of the supreme Ruling was fatally
wounded. The outlaws comment in local numismatic circles,
of the Fraternal Mystic Circle began exchanged
shots with the posse, one LOST HIS LIFE IN
here today with headquarters at the
posse beinK shot In the
Grand Atlantic hotel. The reports of man of thewoman,
FIGHTING AGAINST BOOZE
named Malone was
Supreme Mystic Ruler F. H. Duek-wit- foot, and a
Chattanooga, Tenn., July 12. The
stray
leg
by
a
bullet.
In
the
man who was run over and killed at
of Philadelphia, and of the other struck
Madlgan and Chadburn held up and the Rossvllle avenue
office! s, show that the order now has
crossing of the
Bret-totraveling
men
at the
a membership aggregating 15,000 and robbed six
Belt road was Identified as E. K.
night
Sunday
hotel, Wlnfleld, on
that the benefits disbursed since its
Hardy
it was also learned that
last and escaped. At Cedarvale last he had and
organization approach $3,000,000.
!een
in a saw mill
night Detective Calhoon encountered uear Green's working
lake
boarded at a
HEAT PROSTRATIONS
both outiaws on the street. Not be- place near there. and
Information was
FATAL IN THE EAST. ing positive of their Identity, Calhoon received that the man's
mother lived
secured the city marshal and one of
Atlanta and a message was sent to
New York, July 12. Five deaths the robbed traveling men and all in
A
reply was received stating
frnm heat nrowtrntlftna were rennrteri three started in a carriage In search her.
that the man's home was In Atlanta
during the forenoon, three of them of the two men.
and the undertakers were Instructed
being children less than one year old.
Early today they drove past the to ship
the body there.
men In a side street. The traveling
No Inquest was held as the circumNEW PRINCELING IS
man Identified them and the trio In stances of
the death pointed so strongANNOUNCED FROM LONDON. the carrriage were Just in the act of ly
to the fact that the man was drunk
making
a
Madlgan
when
stand,
either
and on his way
Ix)ndon, July 12. The Princess of or
when ho fell on
opened fire. Calhoon was the track thathome
Coroner Gillespie
Wales was safely delivered of a son shotChadburn
through
out- thought an
the
and
heart
the
Investigation unnecessary.
this morning.
laws made their escape.
Only the night before Hardy had
been carried home intoxicated by a
Want Civil Service.
friend, and at the time of his death a
Milwaukee, Wis., July 12. A movebottle of whiskey was found on his
ment to have the railway mall service
person. The body was shipped to Atplaced with tho general postoffice
lanta.
system under civil service rules was
endorsed today by Division No. 10, Na,
4
'
Rare Shakespeare Find.
tional Association of Kal.road Postal
Ixmdon, July 12. The announceClerks, In annual session here. The
ment that the Sheakespeare quarto of
assoc'ation also adopted a resolution
"Richard III." recently discovered in
favoring the making of steel mail cars
a liitle village in Buckinghamshire
a part of the government requirements
was l be put up for sale attracted a
of the service, aa numerous wrecks
gnat crowd of book collectors and
have shown the dangers to which the
dealers to Sotheby's today. It is exrailway postal employes are subjected
pected that the work will bo knocked
In wooden cars.
down for not less than $5,000 or $tf,0o0
and the prediction is made that it wi.l
NEGRO COLLEGE BUILDING
ulilmately find its way to America.
AT CITY OF AUSTIN
The book is of particular Interest to
Americans for the reason that It conCincinnati, July 12. At a meeting
tains in five places the autograph of
of the executive committee of the
William Penn, the admiral, and father
Freedmen's Aid and the Southern Eduof tho founder of Pennsylvania.
cational society of the Mthodist EpisTHOMAS W. LA.WSO.W
The copy to be sold is a survival of,
copal church, one of the most important steps taken was to authorize the Whose views the Rev. W. T. Crafts' the 1605 Imprint, and It is believed
denounced in the Ottawa Chautau- that only two others of this edition are
expenditure of $16,000 for a college
1
qua assembly, J fallacious.
extant.
building at Austin, Texas.
Ced-arval- e

i

n

CHINESE

LABORERS

Portland, Oregon, July 12. President Wm. D. Cartwrlght of the chamber of commerce of this city, on behalf ot that organization has sent a
letter to President Roosevelt bearing
on the question of Chinese exclusion.
In the letter he urges President
Roosevelt to take "steps towards negotiating a new treaty with China tha
shall provide for the removal of the
exacting conditions that now, attach
to the entrance into this country of
their merchants, students and professional men, and for the absOiUte freedom of all Chinese residents of this
country to visit their own land and.
return here, and for the admission
during the next ten years of a number of male Chinese laborers which
In one year shall not exceed
of one per cent ot population of this
country.
"American labor has little appreciation of Its own dignity aud power, as
well as for Its capabilities for improvements, if it raises objections to
such limited Chinese immigration as
that, amounting in ton years to less
than one per cent of our population,
and thus endeavoring to deprive the
nation of this additional means of its
own development, not only in this
country, but In Hawaii, Philippine Islands, and Panama."
The president Is asked to give publicity to his Intentions In this regard
as soon as practicable.
one-tent-

h

OTHERS ABOARD

WERE

RESCUED

New York, July 12. It Is, believed
that three, and possibly , four lire
were lost last night when tne steam
launch, Nornjandle, was sunk In'

collision with what is supposed to
have been a tramp steamer la to
Hudson river.
The Unfortunate Ones.
Those believed to have been lost
are Captain Storm and Engineer
Di ady of the launch
Normandie. and
Miss Gladv rwo r thi. i.
New
18 als0 ml8W
York
Grne'?f
was owned by C
iiurmauaie
C. Dumont, but bad been
chartered
by John A. Rudd. of Glenwood.
Mr.
KUdd Was On hdnrH Ihn
time of the collision, and it was from.
""u
tne ponce received the mea-Kinformation mfiriin. iub
.eu.uS u- - tusaai- Greene Was Rescued.
lnformatlon is to the
tTF
that J. G. Greene was among effect
those
lescued.

l.v

Pr

PIERPONT

MORGAN'S

OFFICE IS CLEANED
New York, July 12. For the first
time in thirty years the building at
the corner of Wall and Broad streets,
the first floor and basement of which
are occupied by J. P. Morgan ft Co,
is now getting a cleaning. The work
Is being done by a sand blast cleaning
concern, and the marble front is slowly assuming a snow white appearance
again. It has been begrimed with
dust, accumulated since It was erected
in 1873. The A. J. Drexel estate ot
Philadelphia and the Mechanics' National bank of this city are the Joint
owner
Interested crowds have been
watching the work of cleaning since
It began. Because of the celebrated
banking house which Is Its tenant, the
building is frequently but incorrectly
referred to as the Morgan building.

Sons of Temperance.
Asbury Park, N. J., July 12. Following closely on the heels of the
great gathering of teachers here last
week another convention has attracted to ABbury Park a host of visitors
from all parts of the United States
and Canada. The present gathering is
that of the National Division of North
America. Sons of Temperance, a fraternal, benevolent and temperance organization with aTnembershlp exceeding 40,000. The sessions. wh!eh are
being held in Educational Hall, will AN OKLAHOMA
continue until the end of the week.
STATEHOOD CONVENTION.
Wedding.
Oklahoma City. Okla., July 12.
Oshkosh, Wis., July 12. A wedding There
was a gratifying attendance towas
today
that
here
of social note
day at the opening of the single statedaughter
Madison,
of Miss Willsbello
hood convention, representative mea
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Madison, and being present from all parts of the
Hicks
Col.
John
son
of
John Hicks, Jr.,
Indian Territory and Oklahoma. The
publisher of the Northwestern and for- convention will memorialize congress
Peru.
to
mer United States minister
to relieve Oklahoma and Indian TerThe ceremony was performed at the ritory from any alliance with New
Rev.
parents,
the
home of the bride's
Mexico and Arizona, as proposed la
John W. Greenwood, rector of Trinity the Hampton bill, and which It is beofficiating.
Kplseopal church,
lieved will prevail in the new bill.
which will be introduced when conKENTUCKY DELEGATION
gress convenes this fall.
The convention was called to or
TO ELKS' GATHERING.
der by C. G. Jones, chairman of the
Huffalo. N. Y.. July 12. The Louis single statehood
executive commitville delegation to the national con tee, aud the address of wekxme was
a
in
here
arrived
by
I.
Klks
N.
delivered
of
vention
Holcombe. John
special train of six Pullmans, via the W. Noble,
of the inllaltimore & Ohio Southwestern anu terior. Senators Bailey of Texas and
tho Big Four lailways. The Louisville Warner of Missouri, aud Representaheadquarters are at the hotel Iro- tives Curtis aud Calderhead of Kanquois, and the delegation will enter- sas, Stephens of Texas, and Hamilton
tain lavishly there and at the hotel of Michigan, addressed the convenEllieott. Robert W. Drown resigned tion.
as chairman of the trustee board,
and had practically no opposition for MORTON MAKES SOME
the position of grand exalted ruler.
The oftlceis elected were:
SWEEPINGSALARY CUTS
Grand exalted ruler. Robert W.
Brown, of Ixulsvl!le, Ky.; grand esNew York, July 12. Sweeping reteemed leading kulght, C. F. Tomlin-son- .
Winston. N. C: grand esteemed ductions in the salaries of various ofloyal knight, C. W. Kauffman, Hobo- - ficials and employes of the Equitable
ken, N. J.: grand esteemed lecturer, Lite Assurance society were announcEdward McLaughlin, boston; grand ed today by Chairman Morton. The
secretary, Fred C. Robinson, of Du- decrease will amount to 20 per cent
buque, Iowa; grand treasuier, John on ah salaries over $15,000 per anK. Tener, Charlerol, Pa.; grand tyler, num; 15 per cent on all salaries bePa.; tween $9,000 and $15,000 aud 10 per
W. W. McClellaud, Pittsburg,
grand trustee, (long term), John D. cent between $2,500 and $9,000. These
O'Shea, Lynn, Mass.; grand trustee, changes are operative August 1st next,
(short term), Dr. W. Havlland, Butte, and effect a saving of from $150,004
Mont.
to $200,000 per year.
Hicks-Madiso-

n
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FORTUNE FOR HIS HEAD

CLASSIFIED ADS

"Painklttet

Hot:

friut oat'.)
Cures Colic, Cramps,
stomach Complaints.

WITHOUT THE BODY
NO WONDER THAT KANO YU WEI, CHIEF CHINESE REFORMER, NOW
TOURINO THS COUNTRY, LON GS FOR DEATH OF THE DOWAGER
EMPRESS WANTS TO BE GO OD FRIEND3 WITH THE UNITED
STATES.

v

Matinee Sunday

at

3 p, m.

.....

"""

0

s""

-

Sat-urda-

MEAT

y

Admission .. .. 15c and 2Sc
Reserved seats on sale at O.
A. Mataon s, 202 West Rail-roa- d
avenue.
Gardens open every after- N
noon.
Admission, free, ex
cept during matinees. Refreshments served by uniformed waiters.

MASONIC BUILDING,

.

1

--

0

this

office.

i

CASINO

d

f

Albuquerque, - New Mexico

SLEYSTER
ESTATE,

NOTARY PUBLIC.

CAPITA..

AND

Automatic Telephone,

JOE RICHARDS,

CIGARS
1t3

1- -2

W. Rmllroad A

v.

.

AND

THE

BANK

OF

WITH AMPLE MEANS
UNSURPASSED FACILITIES
COMMERCE
OF ALBUQUERQUE.

C. P.

CAPITA!

DEPOSITORY FOR

$160,0OJ3

ATCHISON, TOPEKA A SANTA FE RAILWAY

"

FIRST .
NATIONAL
BANK

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

Officers and Directors:
JOSHUA 8. RAYNOLDS,. . .President
M. W. FLOURNOY,...VIce
President
FRANK McKEE
Cashier
W. W. WOOD8,
Assistant Cashier
H. F. RAYNOLDS
Director
U. 8. DEPOSITORY,

Schtttt,

Authorised

Capital,

$500,000.00

Paid-u-

p

Capital, Surplus and
Profits. 1260,000.00

M.

Depository for Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Pe Railway
fjOmpany.

AND SOFT DRINKS

The Standard

Rankin & Co

HEATING CO.

PLUMBING AND
I. H. COX, Manager.
Pipe, Iron Pipe Fittings, Brass Fittings and Valvs, Steam
and
Hot Water Heating and Gas Fitting. A full line of bath room fixtures and supplies. Storer Gasoline Engines.
Iron

412 W. Railroad Ave.
AUTO.

'PHONE, 671.

COLO.,234.

Cement Contractors

THE HAPPY HOUSEWIFE
Who takes pride In her bread and
cake making knows the pleasure and
satisfaction to be had by tbe use of
Empress mills flour. She knows her
bread will be the whitest, sweetest,
most nutritious and healthful,
and
ber cakes, pies and pastry dainty,
delicate and light. "

15,-0-

V.

s

M. BERGER

Money to Loan

son-in-la-

M.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
SOLOMON LUNA, President;
W.
8TRICKLER, V. P. and Caehler; W. J. Johnson, Aset. Caefiieri
Wm. MCINTOSH
SOLOMON LUNA
GEORGE ARNOT
J. C. BALDRIDGE
A. M. BLACKWELL
O. E. CROMWELL

CONFECTIONERY

WA N T E D

H.

PRATT & CO,

self-rule-

1

$100,000

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

5moke the White Lily Cigar

PIONEER BAKERY

m

.

-

174.

-

y

SURPLUS

ROOM 6, CROMWELL BLOCK.

postofflce.

"

COMPANY

N. THIRD ST

for
WANTED Competent woman
plain cooking and general houseEstablished In 1882.
Inquire Matthews' Jersay
work.
dairy.
WAJMTED
Gentlemen's second-hanG.
'
clothing. No. 615 South First street,
I
It is the Intention of the board of
south of viaduct. Bend address and Sole Agents for Casino Canned
trustees of the New Mexico asylum for
Qoods., Jss. Hoekln e Co't Coffees,
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
the deaf and dumb to open the school
Imbodan's Granite Flour.
at Santa Fe, In the new building, on
'"
'
I 'v - ' '
FOR RENT.
. k
Monday, September 18th. 1906, under
STAPLE AND FANCY GROCERIES
the superlntendanee of Lars M. Lar-- FOR RENT Two very cool, pleasant
sen.
214 8outh 8econd Street,
toomg for light housekeeping, or
sleeping rooms for men. Mrs. H. E. Hlllsbore Creamery Butts
Forced to Starve.
Rutherford, 113 Iron avenue.
Earth.
B. F. Lrr-k-,
of Concord, Ky., says:
10
9 and
room
KANO YU WEI.
'For 20 years I suffered aronies. with FOR RENT 4,H.5, McMUllon,
esW.
real
houses.
a aore on my upper Up, so painful someOrders Solicited.
Free Delivery
(From a Chinese Photograph.)
times that I could not eat. After vainly
tate dealer. 211 West Gold avenue.
New York. July 12. "Criminally re- tem of adequate education In all the trying- everyimng- - else, l cured It with FOR SALE Driving or saddle horse.
Bucklen's Arnica Salve." It's great for
and sciences. We look on this burns,
Inquire 218 Silver avenue.
trogressive" Is the characterization of arts
ruts and wounda. At all drua-- .
to
country
place
educate
as
best
the
only 26c.
gists;
FOR RENT Rooms for light house
China's dowager empress by Kang Yu our young men.
keeping. Inquire 524 West Railroad
IMON BALLING, Proprietor,
Wei, head of the Chinese Empire Reavenue.
In San Miguel county decree of di
society looks forward to the
"Our
duccecsor to Balling Bros.
form association, who is making a tour time when a constitutional form of vorce was granted by Judge McFle to FOR RENT A suite of three rooms.
young
party
very
of
deslreable
for
Kelly.
E.
guarMalcolm
W.
Eva
Kelly
from
government will exist In China,
of thin country.
men. 713 West Copper.
WEDDING
A
CAKE
Desertion
and cruelty were the
SPECIALTY
"When death comes to the enemy of anteeing liberty and Justice to all.
FOR RENT Most desirable rooms
"China mmtt rule herself. The charges.
China's advancement," he said to your
or
city,
single
enaulte,
with
table
in
We desire patronage, and we
correspondent, "and her son is on the thought that Japan will ever rule us
board. 713 West Copper.
Infantum.
nrst-clas- s
guarantee
baking
throne, the reformers will rule. The Is absurd. China Is too great to be Ruth, theCholera
KOK
Nicely
rooms
N.
daughter
furnished
E.
of
RENT
little
and when the Dewev. of Aornewvllle. Va.. wrb sertous- young emperor is progressive, but sne anything but
07 S. First Street,
Albuquerque
housekeeping
cheap
light
for
for
the
shackles of tradition are broken and ly III of cholera Infantum last summer.
Is criminally retrogressive.
summer. Apply 110 Coal ave, east
"We gave her up and did not expect ner
"When she usurped the throne In she is given a few years of Intimate to
one hour to another," he
end of viaduct, Mrs. E. K. Norrls.
1898, I told every ruler in Europe that knowledge with the most modern aays.live "Ifrom
Cmndim m 9pmo- Veei Home-Mee- t
happened to think of Chamber
will
education,
China
peace
art
and
of
Ideas
prospects
of
all
ruin
would
Chollc,
Cholera and Diarrhoea
lain
he
Mmd In Any
lalty....le
Crtam
FOR SALE.
Hemedv and sot a bottle of It from the
Quantity for Partita, ate.
and advancement in China. I asked astonish .the world.
More. In five hours I saw a change for
as
our
best
on
America
look
they
"Ve
recognize
her,
but
to
not
them
better, we kept on giving It and FOR SALE: First-clas- s
combination
friend except for the exclusion act. the
would not listen to me.
before ehe bad taken the half of one
tiding and driving horse; new sad"My prediction has been verified. We want our sons to be educated here. small bottle she was well." This remedy
dle and bridle. 1010 North, Second
for sale by all dealers.
.She has ruined China's prospects and Our daughters, too, my daughter Is
street. Auto, 'phone, 747.
would
afDEALER IN
We
now
Barnard.
a
at
student
remedy
will
abdication
only her
FOR SALE Restaui ant, In good lo
Fell a Hundred Feet.
fairs. And I verily be'.leve that if Am- loam military tactics from your soldAdwill
cheap
cation;
sell
for
cash.
M.
Kelly
lAst Friday afternoon John
erica and the European powers were iers.
dress or call at No. 207 Gold avefell down a
"And the exclusion act stands in the the well known miner, Beaty-Hadleto ask her to abdicate, she would do
nue; upstairs, room 3.
ninety
in
your
the
foot
shart
friendship
way
for
our
closer
of
Is
years
70
tired
old,
and
so. She is
FOR SALE Six octave organ. In
pickwas
man
The
Roclada.
at
mine
any
we
have
wonder
is
people
here.
In
It
rule
of
her
herself of the crime
good
repair. Apply at 221 South
invoked the boycott to aid us In .se- ed up and brought out horribly bruised
China."
Broadway.
reported
doctors
shaken,
but
the
and
proper
appreciation
from
curing
a
on
man
Hps
a
of
This from the
SALE One pair work mules,
that no bones were broken and that FOR
whose head the dowager empress set America?
wagon and harness. Inquire 61t
recovery.
Mr.
ehanceN
a
for
he
had
me
he
told
Roosevelt
was
"President
years
he
a, tremendous price. For
West Coal avenue.
Second Door North of P. O.
do ail In bis power to remove Kelly will be brought to Las Vegas
under the keenest guard to prevent wouldcause
to
as
Is
moved.
able
soon
be
as
just
I
he
believe
friction,
and
of
the
the
his
has
now
be
assassination, and even
LOST.
That a roan could fall almost a
him. Of all the heads of all the na
hodyguard about him.
In the five continents I have vis- hundred feet, fall on a hard rock bot"The object of our association," he tions
and not be killed Is remarkable. LOST Ulack chiffon fan, trimmed
continued. "Is to force China from tht ited, he appeals to me as by far the tom
with gilt spangles and pearl ban
night a report was current
Saturday
greatest.
sys
up
a
bonds of tradition, to build
die. Return to The Economist and
In the city that Mr. Kelly had died,
receive suitable reward.
but this happily turns out to be a mis- LOST
A white fox terrier, wearing
Optic.
1,360
take.
FIRE INSURANCE
killers,
73
Colo.,
Rocky Ford,
black collar, with brass rivets In It
LIVE STOCK MARKET LETTER pounds. $5.
REAL ESTATE
&
Return
Rothenbeig
to
Schloss
LOANS
Some sales of western and Arizona RECEIVER'S NOTIC EOF HEARING
cigar
store
and
receive reward.
ON ACCOUNTS.
(heop at Kansas City this week:
Special Correspondence.
Vntli.a la harchv fflvpn that' on
Automatic Phone 41.
Monday. July 3. F. Campbell, May
Kansas City. Mo., July 10. The catSatiirrtav. Julv IRth. A. D. 1905. at 10
RAILROAD TICKET8.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Bulldina.
93
pounds,
3,284
wethers,
Ariz.,
a
er.
head,
30,000
was
week
tle run last
n'rlnrV In thn forenoon of said day.
Cut Rates.
pre$5.25.
the
7,000
head
from
deorease of
For reduced rates to and from all
Wednesday, July 5. F. Campbell, at the office of B. F. Adams, In rooms
vious week. The proportion of beef
Association
92 pounds, S and 10 or the uromwen diock, cor- points go to Paulsens
wethers,
2,136
Mayer,
Ariz.,
receipts
"light,
and
continued
steers
ner of Gold avenue and Second street Railroad Ticket office.
Railroad KEYES-LAMKI- N
GO
$5.30.
were
also
country
range
Alhiinnprniie.
Irom the
ountv of tickets bought, sold and exchanged.
Thursday, July 6. J. Metier,- - Hoi in na .Itv nf
mall, but the run of quarantine catMex
New
of
territory
Bernalillo
and
year
distribution brook, Ariz., 1,861 sheep and
tle held up heavy. The packers
ico, the undersigned receiver win, in
A Citizen want ad Is a good invest
all lints, 89 hounds, $5.40.
mm to class
suited the
Of the ment
7. E. S. Groves, Flag accnritancA with thn bidement
July
Friday,
a
with
closed
week
right, and the
court proceed to hear and determine
o
atn of 15 to 25c on killing cattle, staff, Ariz., 258 wethers, 93 pounds claims and accounts against the New
Pound Sale.
Cement Work of AH Kinds
264 wethets, 90 pounds, $5.10.
$5.10;
10
to
feeders
and
stockers
with
and
Mexico
Stone Manuracturing comDun pony, bianded T A O on left
Estimates Furnished
15c higher.
nanv All nnrnnna havlne claims shoulder and O H with bar. on left
0
HtNS LAYING EGGS OF
The supply today is heavy, at
company are hereby no tnign. Sale Friday morning, July 14 208
against
said
SOUTH BROADWAY
head, half of which are In the
tified to appear Detore said receiver at ill o clock, at the city pound.
avSIZE
BREAKING
RECORD
market
The
division.
quarantine
md cnld t mo and nlacA and nrnvs
THOS. M MILLIN.
eraged about steady today, some of
their accounts and claims against the
MERCHANT TAILOR
City Marshal
and
heifers
steers,
good
native
the
PUEBLO AND FLORENCE REPORT New Mexico Stone Manufacturing
higher,
strong
a
selling
little
to
cows
EGGS THAT APPROACH THOSE company.
Any . person or persons,
Buy It Now.
. n
A
t
0. BAMBINI HAS OPCT4ED BU8I
which quarantine steers sold steady
OF THE OSTRICH.
fed
the
of
Some
10c
lower.
In the allowat
NES8 AT NO. 209 WEST RAIL
receiver
the
declsionf
la
Now
the time to buv Chamnerinln'a
Pueblo, Colo., July 10. Poultry ance or rejection of any claims must Chollc.
from around Fowler, have sold
Cholera,
Remedy.
Diarrhoea
and
ROAO AVENUE.
In the last few days at 14.80 to 5, raisers In Pueblo have been trying to muua tneir nnioPTinna tiprnre inn dis it is certain to re neeaea sooner or
and when that time comes you
against $4.35 to 4.50 week before last. see whose hens could produce the trict court of Bernalillo county, wltn-i- n later
you
will need it badlv
will need It
I bare opened a merchant tailoring
A train of Idaho feeders sold at $3.35 lareest egg. An egg laid yesterday, is
twenty days after the report of the qmcaiy.
nuy it now.
may save life.
early last week; Panhandle stockers believed to be the largest in the receiver is men.
... actio vj a,,, urairnj. it
upstairs over No. 101
establishment
of
and feed! a at $3.35 to $3.80. Sev- world. It came from the hennery
NIf?K MI5TZ. Receiver
avenue, and solicit the
Railroad
West
repre
Henry
Pueblo
Hornback,
the
light
that
from
stock
strings
of
Tl P ADAMS attornnv for receiver
eral
patronage of the general public
oountry today sold at $3.50 to $3.55. sentative of John Mohr's sons of Chi Office, postofflce, Albuquerque, N. M.
Suits made to order. Clothsa cleaned,
Grass cows sell at $2.35 to $3; bulls, cago.
Aitiuquerque, is. ai., Juiy i, iwa.
on Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses, prassed and repaired. The specific I
The egg Is 9
inches around, the
$2.25 to $3, and canners. of course,
Inches the short
Wagons and other Chattels; also on use will not Injure the cloth. Ladles'
down around $2. The regular can- long way, and 5
NOTICE OF RECEIVER'S 8ALE.
ning season has not opened yet, but way. The owner has It on exhibition
SALARIES
AND WAREHOUSE RE garments also cleaned, and walking
Notice Is hereby given, that on
the packers will be prepared for at his home, 2020 Orman avenue. He
to order. Fit guaran
D.
keeps
CEIPTS,
July,
as
low as $10.00 and as hlgli skirts made
poultry,
A.
hen
Friday,
day
blooded
but
the
14th
liberal
of
next.
The
the
them week after
bad 15 years' experience
supply today Is taken to indicate that that laid the egg has so many crosses 1905, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon of as 1200,000. Loans are quickly made teed. Have
In this city. Give me a trial.
said day, at No. 905 South Fourth and strictly private.
the big movement is on for the fall that the pedigree has been lost.
One
Time:
O. BAMBINI.
city
Albuquerque
of
the
in
stieet.
months.
Florence, Colo., July 10. A hen county of Bernalillo and territory of month to one year given. Goods to reThe sheep market keeps on gainyour
possession. Our rates
the undersigned re- main In
ing, an advance of 15 to 25c being owned by Justice of the Peace Bui New Mexico,
NOTICE OF EXECUTOR.
an egg today that Is un ceiver will sell at public auction to are reasonable. Call and see ns before
made last week. The market is llngton laid
Notice is hereby given that the ex
strong, to 10c higher. Receipts con- usually large, measuring 84 Inches In the highest and best bidder for casn borrowing.
ecutor, Jose R Chaves, was on the 8th
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO..
day of June, A. D. 1906. duly ap
sist mainly of Arizona wethers and circumference one way and 7Vi inches in hand, all property, effects, rights
and franchises of the New Mexico Steamship tickets to and from all pointed by the Honorable frobate
native spring lambs, with a few na- the other.
Stone Manufacturing company. The
tive muttons Included. New records
Court in and for Valencia county, New
parts of the world.
Albuquerque has some poultry rais following machinery will also be sold
were made today when Arizona spring
Mexico, executor of the estate of Fel
S and 4, Orant Bldg.,
Kooms
to Two stone manufacturing machines
lpe Chaves, deceased, late of Bel en,
lambs sold at $7.50; Arizona shorn, era, and here Is an opportunity
SOS West Railroad Ave.
V alencia county. New Mexico.
grass wethers,
sold at give their hens a boost. If their hens about sixteen end pieces; about eigh
PRIVATE OFFICES.
yearlings, at $5.75. are laying extra large eggs, so New teen side pieces; about eighteen cast
$5.40;
All persons having claims against
OPEN EVENINGS.
Receipts here are considerably heav- Mexico can compete in this line with Ings, cut oils, etc., and about 300
the said estate of Felipe Chaves, deceased, are hereby notified and reier than at this time last year, but Colorado, The Citizen would be plates. property can be
seen at any
Said
quired to present the same within the
the demand was never more keen pleaBed to hear from them.
time by seeing the receiver, who will
time required by law. Also all per
than It Is Jubt now. Packers' buyers
take pleasure in exhibiting it to all
sons Indebted to said estate are hereby
literally stand In line to get the first DANISH PRINCE MAY
prospective purchaaeis or bidders.
notified to forthwith call upon the un
chance at the arrivals. There are or
Wonder why people worry this hot dersigned
B. F. ADAMS, attorney for receiver.
to pay the same.
FILL NORWAY THRONE
ders held here in the hands of com
weather, when they should place
NICK METZ. Receiver.
JOSH E. CHAVKS,
mission men for large numbers of thin
Office, postofflce, Albuquerque, N. M, their troubles with us. Ws secure po Executor of the estate of Felipe
beep, suitable for the country, which
July 12. The Associated
London.
sitions as well ss find positions.
Albuquerque, N. M., July 1, 1905
Chaves, Deceased.
will be filled as soon as anything of Press Is In a poelMon to confirm the
WE WANT AT ONCE
Helen, N. M, June 12, 1905.
that class appears.
report that the offer of the Norwe
2 waitresses, 2 waiters, one good cook
Bent Her Double.
gian throne has been made to King
1
(for out of city),
second cook,
AVISO DE EJECUTOR..
Edward's
Piince Charles "I knew no one for four weeks, when dishwasher, 1 chamber maid, 2 girls
WESTERN CATTLE SALES
I wan Hik w'lh typhoid fever and kidof Denmark. The matter Is still un ney
Avtso es por estas presentee dado, que
3 painters, man to
for
housework,
Mrs.
trouble,"
Annie
writes
Hunter,
AT KANSAS CITY der consideration.
Prince Charles of Plttabura;. Pa., "and when I got
take charge of horses, man to wash el abajo firmadoJose B. Chaves, fue en
betmother was the daughter of the late ter, although I had one of the beat doo-to- wagons, teamsters, (for city work) el dla 8 de Junto. A. D. 1905, aebiae
I could get, 1 was bent double, and
king of Sweden.
WORK, team mente nombrado por la Honorable
Special Correspondence.
had to reat my bands on my knees teamsters FOR GRADE
camp, laborers, Corte de Pruebas del Condado de Va
for
lumber
iters
From
when
walked.
I
this
terrible
Kansas City, Mo., July 7 FollowTHB
Ejecutor del
I was rescued by Electrlo bit bridge carpenters, bridge helpers all lencia, Nuevo Mexico,
ing are some sales of western cattle
CLEANSING
ters, which restored my health and steady positions.
estado de Felloe Chaves, dlfunto, ulti
NQ
kMir
11
at Kansas City this week:
KALI
iM)
atrenrth, and now I can walk as
A first-clas- s
man for ranch work mamente del Condado de Valencia,
Monday, July 3. Bank & Hays,
atralKlit aa ever. They are simply won
CUIUS iOIt
r
Mexico.
derful." Guaranteed to cure stomach, (good pay), 6 stone masons, (steady Nuevo
Payette, Idaho, 35 feeders, 935 pounds,
i 7fV. vr.
Todas las personal que tengas reliver and kidney disorders; at all drug position, out of city). These positions
$3.35; 4 feeders, 94U pounds, $3.
CATARRH
do not last long. Come early and go clames en contra de dlcho estado de
I gists. I'nce ouc.
O. W. Gordon, Payette, Idaho, 23
sm n
as
Felipe Chaves, dlfunto, son por estas
the choice.
killers, 1,309 pound.., $4.30; 34 cows,
K
presentee requerldaa y notlflcadaa de
Found a Curs for Dyspepsia.
MEN
TWENTY
Ely's Cream Balm
3
pounds, $2.70.
Lindsay,
8.
of Fort William
Mrs.
presenter
las mismas dentro del
Ontario. Canada, who has suffered quite For railroad work teamsters and
Riley Leonard Live Slock company, Kaay asd pleaaaut to
tlempo requerido por ley. Y tamblen
a number of years from dyspepsia a4 borers.
. Cu"laiua uo in
Fowler, Colo., 95 klllurs, 1.083 pounds,
todas las persona que deban a dlcho
gram! pa.Ins In the stomach, was advised
Jurioea drtttf.
$4.80.
Ey her druggist to take Chambetiaia's
estado son por estaa presentes noIt la quick f abeorhad.
Btomaoh and Liver Tablets. Bhei did se
Hutton & Bros., Canadian, Texas,
Jive Hellef al ooca.
tlflcadaa
inlnedlstamente pagar las
says,
"I find thai they hat dooe The Southwestern Employmen mismae aldeabajo
sod
22 caJves, 155 pounds, $4.25; 21 calves, at Oprn aud Cleauaee
nrmado.
me a great deal of pood. I havej sieve
23i pounds, $4.75; 20 calves, 239 A l.r. lndamiuAlion- - COLD N HEAD bad
JOSH B. CHAVES.
an suffering usee I
natat
th
dyspasia
pounds, $3.15; I cow, 850 pounds, IWe and froiacia the Ma abrnaa. Heatorre
them."
troubled
wltk
AGENCY
Ejecutor
It
del Estado de Felipe Chavi
Beuaee of Taata and Smell. LArg "itr, au utm ai tndlsastloa why not take these Tablet,
'
.
Upstairs.
dlfunto.
Itrugirtata or ! mall; Trial rilsa, lOeruU by mall.
set well and stay wall I For sals by Ui Phone 195 Red
Wednesday, July 6. John McPeak,
110 South Sscond street.
Helen, N. M, Junto II de 1906.
JO.K JUUm&lui, a Wanes filteal, taw ) k. oeaiera.
.

TRUST

INSURANCE.
REAL

WANTED Young man, stenographer,
In country
store. Knowledge , of
Spanish helpful. Apply, W. B. C,

MONTEZUMA

Emil Eiielnwori

WANTED Three painters, highest
wages. C. A. Hudson.
WANTED To buy second hand fur
niture and household goods. Address, Postofflce Box 95.
Carpet
work.
WANTED Repair
sweepers and clothes wringers repaired very reasonable. Address "Repair Work," Care of this paper, and
I will call.
WANTED Ten house carpenters for
.Clifton; wages, $4; 9 hours work.
Apply J. E Brown, room 9, over

V

MARKET

kinds of fresh and salt
Mssts. Steam Saunge Factory.

B. A.

12, 1905.

STRUT

All

117 wwmlcM puiiumei

MIKADO.

N
.

Friday and
Evenings,

nroKera
orsin hwuie

TCIKD

WANTED.

"GIROFLE-GIROFLA.- "

fl

i'

HAFOOODS Itno.i,

15c

8unday, Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday
Evenings.
Thursday,

trta

opportunitlea lor men hvrn money lo invent with
Itatinir poaition desired.
their nervice. Write u

.

Admission

S

llhier.

t

MIKADO.

A

Mn BAcmnut wirfuin

Ifir cnmrnrtml clerical mn. The ttemana lor men wtis
,,r,r'
can iKxeiwlNiir naiMnc "c crk i unerasing. We need at onca capable AccounClerk, Cnllctora,Corraa-Uookkaapern,
tant,
.
t
i LM...t. SMtvuritf. Other mmiA llnaL
ti'HM
t,fitr4t.iti ver now open tor SalMmen,

p

CO.

All elassiflod

or rather "llnsrs" one cent a word
for each Insertion. Minimum charge
for any classified advsrtlssmente, 18
cent per Issue. In ordsr to Insure
an "llnsrs"
proper clssslflcstlon
should be left st this office not later
than o'clock, p. m.

CASINO
CWADE

sdvsrtlssmsnts

WEDNESDAY, JULY

114

"EMPRESS."

"OLD RELIABLE"

West Coppsr Ave.

ESTABLISHED

L. B.

1878

PUTNEY

WHOLESALE GROCER
Flour,
H

Cmrrla

Grain

and

Provisions.

the Largest and Most Expensive Stock of
Staple Qrocerle in the Southweat.

Farm and Freight Wagons
g

KAIL ROAD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE.

N. M

TTTTXTTXXXTTXYTXTTTXTXXXXXITXXXTTTTTXTTTTTTTTTTTTTa.

S3SSKSSSSSSXSSXVXXSSSSSS.ai

GROSS

KELLY

&

CO.

ra

(INCORPORATED)

CATARRH

J

baa

WHOLESALE
.

I WOOL,

GROCERS

.

HIDE AND PELT DEALERS

ALBUQUERQUE

AND LAS VEGAS

St-35-

SSSXXSSXXk3e&S&SSSSSSSXSSKSa8l

WEDNESDAY, JULY

1
II

ALBUQUEHOUE EVENING CITIZEN.

12, 1905.

SO- -

Buy One of those Beautiful

a

PACE THREE.

Lots in the

H

M

II

YOU WILL NEVER MISS THE MONEY
Call at our office and we will drive you over the ground.

n

No trouble to show the lots

SURETY INVESTMENT COMPANY
W. H.

Greer, Pres.

FREEDOM FOR GIRL
MARRIED

WHO

FORGER

i
TALENTED YOUNG

FOOLED

BY
GRANTED A DIVORCE.

MUSICIAN,

PAROLED

CONVICT,

Pretty Nora Schoemer-Miller- ,
the was IS, he was 48. The couple took
talented Cincinnati musician, who quarters In a fashionable boarding
married Russell B. Drake, convict and house here, figuratively under the
gentleman forger from Senecaco, then
on parole from the Ohio penitentiary,
believing that he was James Russell
Lowell Miller, wealthy mine owner
and promoter of Mexico, has leen
granted a tlivorce from him at Cincinnati on the grounds of his Imprisonment in the penitentiary, he having-beereturned there for violation of his
parole in the matter of having
changed his name.
It was after his parole In February.
1904, that he met Miss Schoemer. She

FOUR

INCORPORATIONS

FILE THEIR PAPERS
TO DO BUSINESS IN NEW MEXICO,
THUS ENRICHING THE TERRI
TORIAL TREASURY.
The followiug articles of incorporation have been filed In the office of J.
W. Raynolds, secretary of the terri-

tory:

The Floerahelm, Blackwell company,
Sol Floershelm,
of Springer; A. M. Blackwell, of St.
Ixuls; Simon Bitterman, of Clayton;
Henry Goeke, Sapello and
H. G.
Frankenburger, of Trinidad. The objects of the corporation are to do a
general live stock business; to buy,
sell and deal In wool, hides and pelts.
The capital stock is $200,000 divided
Into 2,000 share at $100. The term of
xistence is 49 years and the principal
place of business Is Clayton, New
Mexico, with Simon Bitterman named
as agent. The number of directors
shall be three and those who will man-Ag- e
the business of the company for
the first three months are Sol Floer-sheiA. M. Blackwell and Simon Bitterman.
The Seaberg & Crampton company.
The incorporators are Tugo Seaberg,
Edwin C. Crampton and Christopher
H. B.ackwell, all of Raton, New Mexico. The purpose for which this corporation was formed Is to do a general
law business In all Its branches. The
capital stock Is $5,000 divided Into
100 shares at $50 each. The term of
existence is 50 years and the principal
place of business is Raton with Hugo
Seaberg and Edwin Crampton named
as agents. The number of directors
shall be three and those who will manage the" business of the company for
the first three months are the Incorporators.
Mount Olive Baptist church of Albuquerque The incorporators are Alexander E. Reynolds, Kent Penham, Mamie Green, Daniel Austin, and John
Collins, all of Albuquerque. The objects for which the company was Incorporated are to promote and ad- -

The incorporators are

Solomon Luna,

Rough Riders, and when he heard that
I was coming down this way he Insisted that I stop off with him for a time.
I am lntereeted In a copper property
in the Santa Ritas, and also visited
that while in New Mexico.
"I arrived In El Paso yesterday
morning on the Santa Fe And Intended to go out last night over the Texas
& Pacific, but found that the Pecos
Valley railroad does not run Sunday
trains, so I remained over In El Paso.
I am glad I did, for I have met many
of my old Colorado friends, and they
have made my stay for me very pleasant. In fact, I am so well pleased
with the possibilities of the place that
on my return I shall spend several
j days here.
I
"I have heard a great deal about
the great Southwest, but never realized what a country you have here
until I began to see for myself. You
may read all you please about this
section, or you may view It from the
car window, but these impressions do
not begin to do Justice to the situation as It Is revealed under careful
investigation.
"That Elephant Butte dam means
more to this city than I believe most
of you El Pasoans imagine. Whea
you think that under the successful
operation of this vast irrigation system, the Rio Grande valley for 100
miles above and below will be thickly
settled and productive, and that El
Paso will be the center of it all, it
means much for the future of this
city.
"Then, too, El Paso has the geographical position which means greatness in Itself. This city is bound to
be a great center in the Southwest.
Not alone because of the great undeveloped territory of which it Is the
center, but because of the shops and
other industries which I am told are
to be located here.
"There is a great trend all over the
United States, especially the densely
populated eastern states, toward the
great Southwest. I believe the fullest
flow of the tide has not reached EI
Paso yet. It is coming into the Pecos
valley very rapidly and the Rio
Grande valley will follow immediately
after.
"This Invasion Is of the best sort,
too; people who have money to buy
themselves a farm and who will work
it. The cities, too. are belna-- filled
with progiesslve men who will soon
crowd out any of the old fogy ideas
that may be here.
'This is my first visit since gambling has been closed, and I notice a
most healthy change in the city. I
have been coming through El Paso at
Intervals for the past fifteen years
and I know the sort of a reputation
El Paso had received on account of
the wide open town. But you will
find it was one of the best tilings the
city ever did when It put the 'lid on
last fall.' "

shadow of the prison walls. Fate broke
in upon them, and in consequence Jas.
Russell Lowell Miller, alias Russell B.
Drake, the bridegroom, was dragged
away from his bridal' apartments by
the penitentiary authorities and his
parole revoked.
Heartbroken, the bride returned
home to her mother and sued for divorce. She has since been engaged DIED WITH FORTUNE
with a theatrical company and has
herself as a star performer

on

the

violin.

diqsJOM snoinAj pus uo3i,u aouBA
in accordance with the faith of the
Baptist church of the United States.
The term of existence Is 49 years and
the number of directors shall be ftve
Those who will manage the business

of the corporation for the first three
months are the incorporators.
Albuquerque Carriage company. Incorporated by Rois M. Merritt, Adam
O. Cook, Thomas J. Passmore and Tony A. Ortiz, all of Albuquerque. The
purposes for which this corporation
was organized are to manufacture,
own, buy. sell and repair wagons, carriages, buggies, carts and all other vehicles of every description,' machinery,
agricultural Implements of all kinds,
harness, saddles, whips, robes, paints,
oils, etc.; to do a general blacksmith-In- g
business. The capital stock Is
$50,000 divided Into 5,000 shares at $10
each. The term of existence is 50
years and the principal place of business is Albuquerque with Thomas J.
Passmore named as agent. The number of directors shall be four and those
who will manage the business of the
company for the first three months are
the incorporators.

SHERMAN BELL OF

ALMOSnviTHIN GRASP

With a fortune almost within hU
grasp, D. P. Evans, the man who
passed through El Paso last March,
trundling a wheelbarrow to the At
lantic seabord, was accidentally shot
and killed a few days ago at Vicks
burg. Miss., by a gun falling out of
the wheelbarrow and discharging.
Evans had a wacer of iiKnou nn
that 'he could wheel a wheelbarrow
iu.uou miles In twenty months.
He started from a town nnarCi
land, Ohio. Thence he trundled his
war to the Pacific mail anH ahnvoH
ine wneeiiarrow on to Los Angeles.
He came overland to El Paso, arriving here in March.
He secured the alenatura nt tym
mayor here, it being one of the requirements of the wager that he was
to secure the signature of the mayor
In every town he passed through. He
stopped at the Angelus hotel for three
or four days.
Nothing more waa hciuH nt hi
after he left here until he was killed
at icKSburg. He had nearly completed his long Journey, and the
cleaning up of $15,000 was already his
because of the good progress he had
made.

Surprise Party.
,
. .
IlllXf Um
'
your
to
riven
atomarh yntij
and liver by
COLORADO FAME taking" a mvdirlna
m
whih
their pain and discomfort, vis: Dr
King s New Life Mils. They ar. a moat
SUBMITS TO INTERVIEW, WHILE wonderful
remedy, affording- aura relief
AT EL PASO VISITING ROUGH and cure for headarhe, dlixlneaa
and
26c at all druggists. '
constipation.
RIDER LLEWELLYN AT LAS
CRUCES.
Frank Grubb. brother ef ha iota
General Sherman M. Bell, until last David Grubb, who is a recent arrival
April adjutant general of the state of at Prescott from Chllllcothe, Ohio, to
Colorado, Is at the Sheldon, en route iook up nianers pertaining to estate
to the Pecos valley on a tour of sight- of deceased, left for
Angeles,
seeing, pleasure and investigation. He where there Is said to Los
be $25,000
leaves tonight on the Texas & Pacific bank or Invested which belongs to in
the
but will return In a few days to El estate.
It is stated that there are
Paso to spend some little time Inves- eight heirs to the
estate.
tigating the resources of this section,
for he is frank to admit that he likes
A live trolley wire fell
on R. L.
the prospect for the future of this city Richmond's trotfer, Sweygert Chief
very mucn, says the El Paso Herald. Monday night when Frank Coe was
" I have been spending several days driving the animal
near the Las Veat Las Cruces with my old friend. gas depot. The horse fell pretty badMajor Llewellyn," said General Bell ly burned and awfully
Frank
this morning at the Sheldon. "He and Coe got a shock also,shocked.
which nearly
I were In Cuba
together with the1 laid him out.
A

..-

hi, W. Flournoy, Sec.

V-Pr- es.

D. K. B.

Sellers, Mgr.

TO DRILL FOR OIL
NEAR FORT WINGATE

Semi-annu-

W. F. Fischer, an Indian trader, residing near Fort Wlngate, and Thomas
BurnB, also of that section, are mak
ing arrangements to .drill several,,
wells on their land north of the fort
In the hopes of striking oIL The land
has been carefully prospected and the
Indications are very nattering.
Mr. Fischer, who is in the city today, was seen by a Citizen represent
ative, and stated that Mr. Burns, who
Is now in Los Angeles, had purchased
the drilling outfit which is now on
the way. As soon as this arrives ...
will be hauled to the ecene and two
wells put down.
The gentlemen have organized no
company, but are putting their own
money into the scheme, and both are
confident that oil will be found. Each
well will be put down from 1,000 to
2,000 feet.

First National
RESOURCES
Loans and Discount
91,198,504.02
Bonds, Stocks, Real Estate
65,428.12
Banking House and Furniture
88,500.00
United States Bonds.... 9 823,000.00
Cash and Exchange
1,265,732.12 1,588,732.12
Total

LIABILITIES
Capital and Profit
Circulation

OF THE A,

.8 25M0M2
200,00000

Deposits

.401.76a.74

Dividend No. 88

82381,165.16

DEPOSITORY

'05

20,000.00

Total

&

T.

1281,165.18

F.

S.

RAILWAY

SYSTEM

gen-tiln-

ALBURUERQUE
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THE

HORSES

AT PUEBLO

MEETING

C

O.,

WHISKEY

ble.

BOTTLED IN BOND.

meeting by Hallina Morgan, Stranger
Clara B., and Young Hal. Trainer
F. A. Frost is in charge of the sta-

Monday afternoon, in the special
pace race, worth $500, Jess C, owned j
by Robert S. Gutshall, of Denver, was
nrst; Young Hal, oued by Joe. Barnett, of Albuquerque, second, and Joe
Younger, owned by George S. New
man, Denver, was third. Best time,!

THE

'

HI
WITH OUR PILSNER BEER

T, STAGG CO.,

FRANKFORT, KY.

In the third race, four furlongs,
purse $150, Neva Hustler won; Honest John, second; Max B., third; Joe
D., fourtn.
Time 45
seconds.
Three Good and Just Reasons,
There are three reasons why mothers
prefer One Minute Cough Cure: First,
It la absolutely
harmless;
Second, It
tastes good children love It; Third. It
cures
CouKha,
Croup and Whooping
Cough when other remedies fall. Bold

GEO.

DI9TILLKRB

2:14.

li
SOLE AGENTS.

la what we are doing with every one who tests
its delicious flavor and strengthening qualities.
There is no warm weather beverage that can
compare with this refreshing drink on a warm
day. It is not only pleasant to taste but is in-

vigorating and wholesome.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

SATURDAY AND SUNDAY

AUTOMATIC

PHONE 1M.

Manager F. J. Houston, of the
Browns, stated today that the team
would not go to El Paso Sunday, as
both the El Paso Browns and the
Colts, have games scheduled for that
date.
He wired to Las Vegas asking
for two games on Saturday and Sunday, to be played either here or at
Las Vegas. This afternoon he ie
celved a telegram stating that the
Blues had no games scheduled for
those dates and that they would
OFFICE AND FACTORY
play, providing the Browns came to
Las Vegas. Manager Houston imme
412 West Copper Avenue
diately sent an answer to the mes
sage, stating that the Albuquerque
uoys wouia ue on nana.
N.M.
It is very likely that the Browns will
go to Trinidad from Las Vegas, and
Phones,
Colo,
108;
Auto
Black 26S.
play the Trinidad team on Mondav.
Tuesday and Wednesday, as the man
agers of the two teams are now in
communication In regard to the matter.
The outlook for the baseball tournament at the territorial fair this fall
MEALS AT ALL HOURS
is very encouraging.
Mr.
Houston
has received letters from the Clifton BMomr omommm,
quick
and Morenci, Ariz., base ball teams,
PRICK RKA90MABLK
stating that they would be on hand at
the fair. In addition, teams from El
21 MEALS
Paso, Santa Fe and Las Vegas are
(Opposite The Alvarado)
coming, which, with the Browns of
Can secure rooms by the Month,
this city, will make six teams to compete for the prizes.
Week or Nlhu
107 SOUTH FIRST STREET
The Diamond Curs.
1a ina
run cure
tney have discovered uuui
a diamond
for R. PUCCETTI & L GIACOMELLI,
conaumptlon.
If you
consumption
fear
. .
K..
Or nnmimnriln it u. H
for you to take thai great
remedy
rroprl9tor
. . . men- I ...
Mnnul 1 w " ' m .
vi vanieer,
Term.
"I had a cough for fourteen
helped me until I took
rears. Nothing
a New Discovery for Consumption, CouKhj and Colda, which gave Instant relief and effected a permanent
DBAUER IN
Lung
Troat
and
At all drug-- .... Troubles.
.
I
r ...
I I
"" "
i, guarantees.
tun
5.
Trial bottle free.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobaoeo, an
All Kinds ef Fresh Meat
No. 800 North Broadway.
and CURE
Corner WasQlniton ATenne.
LUNC8 Albuquerque,
New Marie

Auto. Phons

ASK FOR DIAMOND ICE

292.

A'lto, 'Phone No. 316

Funeral Director
and Em balmer

ALBUQUERQUE,

$4.50

I

,

-

M.DRAGOiE

I

KILL the COUCH
the

Dr. King's

New Discovery
I

TONSUMPTION

OUGHSasd
0L08

Fries

50c a 11.00
Free Trial.

Surest and Uuickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNO TBOUB-Lor JC0NE1 BACK.

3,

w

City Undertaker

tmtummttuttuitutti
Httllt1ltX ZEI6ER CAFE
3
5t

it 1 1
QUICK

It in reported about
Vegas that
Candalerio Ortlx, under indictment for
the murder of a freighter twelve years
ago, has returned to bis father's home
In the county, says the Optic. It Is
Raid that a freighter was hauling wool
In from Chaperlto.
Someone came
along and brained him with an axe.
The next day Ortli drove a part of the
wool into town, sold It and disappearAn Indictment
ed.
was returned
against him, but be never appeared.

i
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EL it BOTHER Proprietors.!

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS
FINK RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION

3

Finest Whiskies, Imported and Domestic Wines and
Cognac.
The coolest and highest grade of lager served.
Finest and best imported and domestic Cigars.

g- -

(niri otri uumm nrvoi

General Merchandise

1

WITH

COMMERCIAL OLUB BUILDING.

Hotel

srswor,

.

Residence Auto. Thone No, 200

A. BORDERS

Contractorand Builder

Commercial

Colo. Phoos 93

Bell 'Phone No. 115

A. IV, HAYDEN

1

$3 per case of 2 dozen

quarts. $2 per case 2 dozen pints.

Southwestern Brewery & Ice Company

PLAY AT LAS VEGAS

.

Mating

mmmmmmmmmmmtmmm

CELEBRATED

O. F.

The summer race meeting opened

at Pueblo, Colo., on Monday. The St.
Elmo stable of this city, owned by
Joe Barnett, Is represented at the

PUR

BasiUi

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M., AT THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS JUNE 30,

A Smooth Article.
When you find It necessary to us
salve una DeWltfs Witch Hazel Salve,
It la the pureat and bent for Bores,
Burhs, Boils. Eraema, Blind, Blading,
Itching- or Protudtng-- Piles. Get the
e
DeWltf" Witch Hasel Salve, Sold
by all druggists.
-

report of the condition of the
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CLUBROOMS
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FINEST
AND
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WHISKIES,

BRANDIES,

JOSEPH

S

WINES

ETC.

BARNETT, Prop.

120 West Railroad Avetse

Subscribe for The Citizen.
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JOHN PAUL JONES.
The long delayed but eminently deserved honors now
VxiltiR paid to the remains and meiimry of John Paul Jones
are alike an act of highest duty and of greatest beneflt
the American people have pertormd. An exchange thus
summarises his history:
Horn In Scotland In 1747, John Paul, the son of a
Scotch gardener, came to this continent several years
before the outbreak or the Revolution, ard located as a
planter In Virginia, taking h!s last name of Jones from
the adopted relatives to whose estate he succeeded.
He had been a man of the sea, and when he became
'convinced that war was Inevitable he began to p an for
a navy with which to carry the light Into the enemy's
country. He did so, and the value of his service, which
can scarcely be overestimated, will be much more appreciated In this country In the future than it has been in
the past.
He died In Paris In 1792, of consumption, and until
Ambassador Porter located the spot of his burial, beneath
four-storParis thoroughfare,
building, on a second-ratAmerica took but a school day interest In his life.
Today, however, h!s body rests In a place of honor on
the flagship Brooklyn, of Admiral Sigsbee's squadron,
wrapped In the folds of the flag that he helped to unfurl.
Henceforth his memory shall be kept green in tho hearts
of Americans.
The monument that will be erected over his grave at
Annapolis will serve to Inspire future American admirals
e
with the spirit of John Paul Jones, who, when the
Richard was alnjut to sink, and while the fight
was raging between her valiant crew and that of the
Serapis, replied to a query whether he was about ready to
give up, "We have only begun fighting," and soon thereafter ran his flag to the mashead of the enemy's ship.
e

Bon-lomra-

THE MAN BEHIND THE KI8S.
When George Lindsay and his wife of New York City
came before Magistral Higginbotham some days ago
with a domestic difficulty the latter ordered George to kiss
fcU wife every day and to carry her occasional flowers.
And the unthinking applauded the decision of the
modern Solomon.
"Kiss my wife because 1 must?" said Mr. Lindsay.
"Not on your life. The iail for me rather than, lose my
to kiss when and where I choose."
freedom
..
..
'
George Is right.
(Forced kisses are blasphemy In the eyes of the god of
love.
O, yes, we all know what women will, say when
George was courting his wife he did not need a Judge to
tell him to kiss the girl. He thought she had the prettiest
mouth' for kissing In the wor'.d. And one kiss called for
another, etc., etc. And by the way, look you, It Is presumable that those kisses met with cordial reciprocation
and that eyes invited them, but
To be compelled to kiss your wife. Aye there's the

mb.

That Is as bad as the blue laws of the Puritans which
provided that no man should kiss his wife on a Sunday,
thus offering additional premium on osculation.
f
Kissing goes by favor and not by force.
for
Lindsay
George
Who thut is a man will blame
appealing from this new rule of law which tries to make
"man loving by compulsion and a periodical kisser Dy
duress?
And what woman would desire such formal and pre
scribed salutation of the lips?.
Behind the kiss must be the man not the compulsion

o
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Our desire to please you same as we have hundreds of other New Mexico piano purchasers are reasons WHY your interests as well as ours
invite you to visit our store before you buy a piano.

This Time

At
1

We have a number of second hand planoe or special loaned
pianos, which we respectfully Invite you to compare with pianos which as
advertised, were shipped here simply to rid a Denver and Pueblo music
house of used pianos, or unsaleable stock.

Listen!
We claim that we can and will do better by you In the purchase of a piano, than outside houses and transient salesmen. As HOME
8USINE88 MEN, we ask you to see us before you buy a pisno, thereby glv- lng lis an opportunity to prove our assertion. That Is air we ask.

ifr?

GRAND

I CENTRAL

pM

HOTEL

"

LEARNARD
THE SQUARE MUSIC

May we have your ordert

3

OF SHOES

7

We offer our entire stock
of shoes, consisting of
the very best makes of
Men's, Women's and Children's Shoes at cost, and
less, for the next 20 days.

SALE BEGINS

Saturday
Julv 8

self-intere-

MADE FROM
PRESS OF SOUTHWEST

SALE

OUT

GREAT CLOSING

....Matteucci,

SELECTIONS

In Albuquerque In 1900.

Established

DEALERS.

206 South Second St., Albuquerque,

P. Lommori...--

and positively

Carries the United States mall; only
line with , a change of stock enroute;
good rigs, horses and drivers; leaves
Alblquerque every Tuesday and Saturday at 6 a. m. For particulars, address W. L. Trimble & Co., agents,
Albuquerque, or J. B. BLOCK, proprietor, Perea, New Mexico.

Five Per Cent Increase.
Tuesday night at Taylor station, six miles east of
Turkish Nongate Is fine after a
Springer, a son was born to Agent Ellsworth and wife.
's
dish of Ice cream eaten at Mrs,
Mother and child are doing splendid.
Ice
store
confectionery
and
This is the first child born at Taylor station on the cream parlor.
Dawson railway and the rest of the citizens are rejoicing
over the fact that It means a five per cent Increase in the
population in one week. Springer Stockman.

for piano tuning

IF YOU DO

the mountains, let ue give yon
prices on camp outfits and eatables.
We have most everything needed In
that line.
We handle the finest canned meats
put up. Deviled ham, 6 for 25c; corned
peef, 2 for 25c; dried beef, 2 for 25c;
roast beef, 2 for 35c; lunch tongue, 2
for 35c; ham loaf, 15c; veal loaf, 15c;
beef loaf, 15c; chicken loaf, 15c; potted chicken, 10c; very fine red salmon, 15c per can; baked beans,
can, good quality, 10c, or $1.10 per
dozen; condensed milk, good quality,
2 for 25c; Red Cross cream, 10c; good
quality cream, 3 for 25c; soda crack-er- s,
3 lbs for 25c, 7c per lb by the
box; fine ginger snaps, 3 lbs for 25c
Don't forget to take along some of'
our 35c M. A. S. coffee, at 25c.
Canned Fish Sardines, domestic,
5c, or 6 for 25c; Sardines, Imported,
10c per can; sardines
in mustard,
large, 10c per can; salmon, good quality, 10c per can or 3 for 25c. All other
goods. in proportion. Remember, we
guarantee all our goods. Your money
back If you want it. Goods delivered
to any part of the city.
THE CASH BUYERS' UNION,
Wm. Dolde, Proprietor.
Auto 'Phone, 592.
122 N. Second.
Go to

b

Closes Julv 28

STAGE LINE

SPRINGS

LINDEMANN

&

one-tent- h

COST OF CABLES.

THIS VIEW AND THAT.
Collier's Weekly, which claims to be a paper abrest
of the times, recently said:
"Statehood Is the topic, along with reclamation, that
In Arizona Is discussed most warmly in speeches and the
common talk of men. The Arizona people believe that
they are ready for statehood, but they are so vehemently
opposed to being tacked on to New Mexico that they are
.quite willing to let the whole matter of statohood drop
tor the present, provided that they can be let alone to
vork out the matter for themselves, and prove to tb
whole country with their new reclamation works and the
general development that these are bound to bring about
along every line, that they deserve statehood. This general hostility to amalgamation with New Mexico is Intense. Pride la so strong that young men lately from the
cast talk like southerners before the war about "their
state." The residents believe almost universally that In
territory Arizona Is already large enough, and we have before expressed our reasons for agreeing with them on this
point as well as generally In the contention."
Compare with this the following from the Arizona
Star of Tucson:
"The opposition to Joint statehood seems to be grow
lng less radical dialy. This comes from the faet that the
people are coming to understand that there Is little hope
of defeating the Joint statehood measure but that we may
secure some amendments thereto which will be of future
advantag to Arizona as well as amendments which will
.
he of Immediate benefit."
It is evident that Collier's Weekly needs to Inform
Itself more correctly as to affairs in the southwest.

Our Facilities for Gash Buying

t.t

etttttitf

e
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Terms,

1

JEMEZ HOT

ceata per Word via the Commercial Paclflo cable. Chem
cents
ipo, Fusan and Seoul will be one dollar twenty-onper word beyond San Francisco, and other points in Korea
cents per word beyond ban
will be one dollar twenty-ninFrancisco.
The average reader who glanced at the announce'
naent may have been more or less amazed, at the "reduced
rates" of a cable company.
Taking up the Evening Citizen delivered to him for
about two cents a day he gets thousands of dollars
worth' of news from all over the world. Perusing this news
pread Into type and pictures for his delectation, he has
had no adequate opinion of the tremendous cost of the
service rendered him. For instance:
During the SpanishAmerlcan war the newspapers of
the country paid as much as $2.40 per word for special
telegrams from the Philippines. The cost was high and
the papers bad to pay.
Because of the laying of new cables and other facilities the cost of cable news is reduced to half the price of
Ave or six years ago, but It Is yet very expensive.
Organization, combination, system these have made
it possible to secure from every news center on the globe
the news of the world. . A single newspaper could do
nothing of itslf. Press associations that divide the cost
of gathering and disbursing the news between a large
number of newspapers make the thing possible. You get
great deal for your 60 cents a month, delivered at your
borne.

Easy

Our

UNDERTAKERS

e

:

Boarding Horses a Specialty

O. W.
STRONG'S SONS

The Postal Telegraph Cable company announced that
effective July 1st the rate to Korea will be reduced 20

,

STABLE

Harrogato, near Yorkshire, offers an Illustration of
the English practical talent for turning everything to account. It was an Insignificant hamlet until tho first of
the healing chalybeate springs was discovered oarly in
the seventeenth century; and although the wealthy class-e- s
In the north promptly recognized the curative value
of the waters and two hundred acres, now known as the
Stray, were set apart by legislative action for public use,
the growth of the town was sluggish until municipal enBTRONQ BLOC
terprise was shown.
Smollett, In his day, wrote of Harrogate as "a wild
common,, bare and bleak, without tree or shrub or the
least signs of cultivation." That was before Harlow Moor
had been purchased and Improved, the boy's valley garden
laid out, the storage sulphur reservoir constructed, tho
SUPERINTENDENTS
Montpeller garden and baths opened and the entire sysFAIRYIEW ANO SANTA BARtem of medicinal waters brough under the efficient administration of the civic authorities. Harrogate Is now a town
BARA CEMETERIES
as populous as Doncaster, and Us resources as a health
resort have been largely Increased by municipal enterMONUMENTS.
prise. The corporatloan has Invested over $930,000 In the
royal baths and springs, a winter garden and kursaal and j
concert and assembly rooms, and It has Improved the
Both 'Phonee.
parka and laid out a series of beautiful walks and drives.
North Second Street.
Advantage has been taken of every resource for attracting
visitors and ministering to their pleasure and comfort;
unity of direction has been brought about, and the various sulphur, electric vapor, superheated air, massage and
ttxiftifl
high frequency baths are under the charge of a municipal official, with medical advisers.
Ieamlngton, In Warwickshire, conducts its pump
rooms, baths and mineral springs as a municipal undertaking under the direction of a committee of the town
council, and the same practice prevails at Bath, where
large Investments have been made In the grand pump-roothe Roman promenade and other Improvements.
The corporations of seaside resorts take an equally
wide view of their duties and responsibilities. Scarbor J Mr. Own Dlnmdmlm, Rrop't.
ough, on the Yorkshire coast, owes Its popularity quite e
as much to good local government as to natural advan
tages. The town council controls large estates and cor
porate properties, and Is able to keep taxaion at a low
REDUCED PRICES
on Dental Work. Plates, $8.00;
level; but It has not hesitated to make large Investments
Fillings,
Gold Crowns, $6.00;
In electric plant and in public works, which have increas
81.00 up. Teeth extracted withed the attractiveness of a fashionable summer resort. The
pain,'
50c. All guaranteed.
out
marine driveway and .seawall around the castle, which
are now In the final stage of construction, will not cost
less than $400,000 a larger outlay for a single Improvement In a town of 38,000 population. The town council
considers It necessary, to keep abreast with the seaside
resorts In the south, and by Its enterprise Scarborough Is
protected against competition and enabled to retain Its
high reputation.
B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
Torquay, with similar energy, has undertaken gas,
Boom 12, N. T. Armijo Hdg.
water, electric light and harbor works, and has sanator-lum- s
opened, promenade piers, concert rooms, baths and
marine gardenB.
Bournemouth corsoration is equally enterprising In
laying out undercliff driveways, winter gardens anil golf
&
grounds, and has not hestitated to convert
of
the area of tho borough Into pleasure grounds.
At Brighton, at least $1,000,000 has been expended In
recent years In seawalls, promenades and parades on the
front, and In Improving Preston park and other pleasure
grounds. In these and many other Instances, municipal
Dealers In
activity takes the practical form of administering the
GROCERIES, FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN
local estate with enlightened
for the collectIMive Interests of the community. The attractions of these AND THE BEST OF MEATS.
pleasure resorts are multiplied by carefully designed Im- PORTED GOODS A SPECIALTY.
Call at No. 624 West Tijeras Road.
provements, which are sound business Investments for Automatic
Phone 109.
towns without industries of their own.
Old Telephone 276.

of a court
-
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Our Pianos, Our Prices,

Highland Livery

BRITAIN

From New Yifk Tr.bui

o
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UNDERTAKINGS
IN STAID GREAT

,

By The Citizen Publishing Company
W. 8. STRICKLER.

MUNICIPAL
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Hon. A. M. Blackwell, his wife and
daughter, Miss Jane, arrived In Las
Vegas to spend some time In that city.
Mr. Blackwell says that he has not
nothing eeen any of the members of the FraFor cash only
will be charged and noth- ternal Sanitarium committee for some
ing reserved.
time, and is unable to say when they
will reach Las Vegas.
Mrs.
William J. Crawford, (ne
BAPNETT Mayme Voorhees), of Springfield, Mo.,
In Raton with her brother,
BUILDING tsA. visiting
C. Voorhees. Some years ago tho
lady spent some time In Raton, and
her many
friends will be glad
to greet her again.

A. SIMPIER

Compromise Not Compromised.
The celebrated Compromise mining suit after being
remanded back by the terrlterial supreme court to the
district court for new trial, came up before Judge Parker
last week. After a four days trial In which each Bide
fought to a flulsh, a decision was rendered this time
against tha defendants and In favor of the lawyers.
With the parties here, Messrs. Taliaferro, Mayer and
Spence, thero will be no compromise, and the case will
be carried to the supreme court of the United States if
need be. White Oaks Outlook.

old-tim- e

107 South Second St.
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Asks For a Franchise.

the city council sees fit to grant a request of
George F. Blashek for a lighting franchise, Roswell will
probably have another light plant within tho next year.
Mr. Blashek appeared at the city council meeting last
If

night and presented an ordinance, which If passed will
give him the right to construct and operate a plant of this
As an Inducement that will no doubt have
character.
much weight, Mr. Blashek offers and agrees, by so stipulating in the proposed ordinance, to Bell lighting power
at one-hathe rate that Is now being paid. Roswell
Register,

oo
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Let There Be Light,
Before the next Issue of the Argus appears It is con
fidently expected by the management of the Public Utili
ties company that they will have succeeded in completing
their plant to such an extent that they will be able to
start the machinery and restore darkness to light In the
town of Carlsbad.
This will be Joyful news to tho entire community
which has suffered no end of Inconvenience from kerosene lamps, gasoline lamps and candles since the first of
last October when the flood carried out the entire plant
of the electric light company. Carlsbad Argus.

Must Have Highways.
The commissioners have, so far, established only two
public roads In the county. Here In the valley, which is
destined to be an agricultural county, and where there
are no hindrances, there should generally speaking, be a
public highway on every section line. There are possibly
a few exceptions to this rule In the valley, but this rule
should be followed in most cases. Roads a mile apart
are none too many, and the sooner they are located and
established the better for all concerned. It is better to
locate a road on every section line In the county where at
The Morning Journal still pretends to be much inter all practicable, now before the settlers are on the land
ested to know what Mr. Strickler "Is going to do with bis than to have to purchase the land later on. Estancia
old friend and political ally, Uubbeil." The Citizen does News.
not see how, Mr. Strickler is to, or can DO anything WITH
Alamogordo Prospects.
Mr. Hubbell. Mr. Strickler is neither a district attorney
to prosecute, nor a Jury to try, nor a Judge to sentence
N. H. Kmmous, mining expert for the Phelps- - Dodge
Hence he cannot DO anything WITH Mr. Hubbell or with people, spent several days here making a thorough examany other man, whether old frieud or old enemy. So, ination of the mining resources near Alamogordo, and has
there is nothing left for Mr. Strickler but to go upon the gone over the field very thoroughly. He says the copper
even tenor of bis way. Iiut such Is not the case with the prospects In tho mountains east of ub are very flatering
Journal, and Us "interest" In what Mr. Strickler is going at the surface and that the marble, lythograph "quarries
to do is only the poorest and most apparent pretence to etc., are going to be worth a great deal to Alamogordo,
hide its recent remarkable effort at ground and lofty This action of tho company does not indicate that the
tumbling. Why does not the Morning Journal come out Phelps Dodge people are going to kill the town or do any
frankly and acknowledge that circumstances alter cases? thing that will Injure the town of Alamogordo. They
That while it is pleasing to pride to pose as a great po- further offer to sink a well 1,000 feet deep at a place to
litical reform organ, it Is more pleasing to the pocket to be selected by the people of Alamogordo. Alamogordo
watch out for the interests of the Water Supply company? Journal.

REPORT OF CONDITION JULY 3. 1905
RESOUKOMS
Coan en Kana.
$ 71.436.09
Du from Dan (SlgAt
&Kcnanae)
337,339.04
934.084.97
eans & Discounts,
Shtrttlture and SFiturss.
4.637.07
17.044.70
tfeafGstata,

LIABILITIES

Capita.

-

-

Surpfu ani Profit.
Deposits.

-

O H m

Mexico

Runs Lighter, Longer and
BETTER

Bain and Old Hickory Wagons
AND

I.I 73.990.69

I tPQWDtNCI INVI'tD

We have the beet Mower
and Rake made for New

HARNESS

$ 130.000.00
28.731.1 8

$1,334,731.87

$1,334,731.87
C

-

SADOLES

J. KORBER & GO.

WOOTTON

L. M. WOOTTON

W00TT0N & WOOTTON
(Successors to L. R. Thompson)

Real Estate, Loans and

Rentals

City Residence
Special Attention Given to Business and First-clas- s
Ownere.
for
Msnagement
Property and Its
Our Motto: "Close attention to all business intrusted to us, and
prompt returns."
We Solicit a portion of your business, twenty-fivIn this line. Call and see us.
e

,23 SOUTH

years' experience

THIRD STREET.

WEDNESDAY, JULY

ALBUQUERQUE EVENING CITIZEN.
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RETURNS FROM EAST

SMLE
lt' getting to the time of the year when everything Summery mutt be
put on the "retired list" o far aa thla atora la concerned; yet, two full
wearing months are ahead.
A better chance to buy. Men's, Boys and Children's Clothing, Hata and
Haberdashery for less than actual value
NEVER PRE8ENTED ITSELF.
Our Suits, Top Coats, Trousers, Hata and Furnishings must vacate.
We don't want a vestige of Spring or Summer atock when we open the
Fall campaign and we won't narelf we can help It,
LOOK AT MY WINDOW AND CIRCULAR.
Can you afford to miss a sale, where the pricea touch your purse so
gently?

M. MMNBELL

0 0
0
0 0
0
0 0 I 1 0
0 0
0
0 0
0 Fine
0
0 0000000

Clothing

00

and

Without using thoroughly reliable remedies,' la like going to war
without ammunition.
- We make it our business to handle only the best drugs
and
aick room requisites that money, akill and experience can produce.

H. BRIGGS & CO.,

Props. Alvarado Pharmacy

ft

BOTMTPMONCm

BTRKKT mint OOLO AVK.

Plumbing, Gas Fitting, and Dram Laying
If thla year's
celebration of Independence Day la
not celebrated. We will quickly do all
necessary repairing work ao as to
nave your plumbing In perfect condition for the Fourth. Why not let us
estimate on your work, let It be large
or email.

It will not be our fault

L. Bell Co.
J.west
avenu
silver

122

Automatic Telephone, No. 647.
Colorado Telephone, No. 78 Red.

HOTEL
JNO. 5. UlTCHtLL

HOLLENBECK

A

C. BILICKE

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

V,

EXCELLENT ACCOMMODATIONS
LOCATION.
Splendid Restaurant
Reasonable Prices
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
on the
New Mexicans and Arlzonl ana spending the summer
beaches are welcome to the use .of our Ladies' parlors and Gentleand
men's waiting rooms. Meet your frlenda there. Information
writing materials free. Ladles. and children welcome.
and
excursion
All Depot care atop at the H ollenbeck. Electric
beacn care paaa the door.

CENTRAL

FOR

HEADQUARTERS

K
H

Talks of the Albuquerque
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Amalgamator Wanted.
The United Statee civil
commission announces an examination on July 26, 1905, to secure
from which to make certification
to fill a vacancy In the position
of amalgamator
and crushing mill
man In the United States mint at
Denver, Colo., at 4 per diem, and vacancies as they may occur In the
nlted States mint and assay service anywhere in the United States,
requiring similar qualifications.
eer-vic-

CHICAGO LUMBER

- WILLIAMS
SHERMAN
RAINT--Covers
more,
looks best, wears longest, most economical,
full measure

8

to coal

BUILDING RARER Always In stock. Piaster,
Lime, Cement, Ralnt,

Hospital Steward.
The United States civil service
commission announces an examination on August 2, 1905, to secure eli- gibles from which to make certifica
tion to fill a vacancy in ihe position
of second steward (male), at $720 per
annum, in the Fteedmen s hospital,
WOOL
METAL
MONEY
STQCK
Washington, D. C, and vacancies as
they may occur in that hospital requiring similar qualifications. No ed
ucation test will be given, and It will Closing quotations Received by Levy
not be necessary for applicants to ap
Btos., Correspondents for Logan
pear at any place for examination.
& Bryan. Barnett Building.
Ink Maker.
The United States civil service
announces
an examinacommission
tion on August 2, 1905, to secure eli- gibles from which to make ceitifica- tion to fill a vacancy in the position
of ink maker, at 12,000 per annum, in
the bureau of engraving and printing,
and vacancies as they may occur hi
any branches of the service requiring
similar qualifications.

Artillery Clerk.
The United States civil service
commission announces an examination on August 2, 1905, to secure
from which to make certifica
tion to flu a vacancy In the position
of cleik, (male), at $900 per annum,
in the office of the artillery engineer,
omce, san Francisco, Cal., and vacan- cies as they may occur in any branch
oi me service requiring similar quail
tlcations.
Scientific Instrument Maker.
The United Stales civil service
commission announces an examina1905, to secuie en
tion on August
ables from which to make certlflca- tion to fill a vacancy In the position
of mechanician, qualified as scientific
instrument maker, in the bureal of
standards, department of commerce
and labor, at $900 per annum, and vacancies as they may occur in any
branch of the service requiring similar qualifications.

Hospital for Insane.
The United Stales civil service
commission announces an examinaALBUQUmRQUm. M. M.
Avm.
1905, to secure
tion on August
from which to make certifica
tion to fill a vacancy in the uosition
of hospital interne Jn the government
hospital for the Insane. Washington,
OUR COAL YARD
I). C, at 150 per month, and vacancies
Is chock full of coal that will gladden as
In a n v l.rniw.h ,.f
tbev 1UHV nni-uyour heart and warm your bouse
Fill your bins for the service requiring similar qualifiwhen its cold.
next winter now and avoid the rush. cations.
2--

LOOK

WOOD

Factory wood,

13.00

full load; Green

Mill wood. $2.00 full load.

Eureka White Lime.
HAHN'S COAL YARD.
Colo. Phone, 45.
Auto Phone, 416.

supplies.
IIWfM'a
TOO

LATE

ijtusi
TO CLASSIFY

WANTED A good responsible housekeeper. Apply 412 WeBt Railroad
avenue.
No risk Is taken when you place
your order for drugs or family medicines with us. We fill every prescription in a careful, accurate way and
guarantee the quality. Ask your doctor.

J.

nttitt iiiitirtiiiit
(

DRUGGISTS.

18

BREAD

FLOUR.

EASY

WITH

TO

MAKE GOOD
CLUB
HOUM

The Albuquerque Transfer Co.
handles any old thing. Call at e
No. 110 West Gold avenue. Au- tomatic 'phone 362. Bell 'phone
V
155 black.

tsrrte-Trtte-i- t

H. O'RIELLY CO.,

Free delivery In the city. Mall ord
re sent out the same day they are re
celved.
IT

DON'T FORGET

The Fuchr

Undertaking Company,
.

Successors to Edward
Fuehr,
307 West Railroad Annua.

Bitb

'Fco-e-

L

Dai or Nlgbti

e

ONE

OF OUR CHOICEST DESIGNS

IN

Velvet Carpet
tl'pER

WE ARE SELLING AT

WONDERFUL VALUE FOR

YARD.

THE MONEY, AS EVERYBODY

WHO IS

A GOOD

JUDGE OF

CAR-

PETS ADMITS.

ALBERT FABER
305 Railroad Avenae.

The Colorado Telephone Company

con-g-.e-

Room 18, N. T. Armijo Building.

you realize that you can get
Telephone Service today for
what you are paying for inferior
service.
Do

MODERN

'

lis A

The only Long Distance Transmitters and Receivers; Wall or
Desk Sets; Long time contracts as
you wish; Lowest rates.

BIG COPPER ORDER
FOR CHINESE GOVERNMENT

The largest single contract for

refin-

SJ3!

ed copper ever placed by the Chinese

government or Chinese merchants In
lue acw lork market was made last
week by a prominent German copper
firm. U calls for 8,000 tons of electrolytic copper to be shipped direct to
Ho.ig Koug at the rate oj 1,000 tons a
'
Metals.
month from August 1. The price is
New York, July 12. Lead and cop- eald to be 15 cents. This will tend
per, steady; unchanged.
to hold the home market steady for
months. The tout takings of
Amalgamated Copper .,.
834 some
refined copper on Chinese account
138
American Sugar
Blnce last August have been about
85
Atchison, common
100,000 tons. Estimated at that the
116
Baltimore & Ohio .....t
average exports of the rest of this
70
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
year will be about, , 20,000 tons a
46
Colorado Fuel & Iron
month.
Colorado Southern, common .... 27
Chicago, Great Western, common 19
53
C. & O
BUYS AND BONDS
47
Erie, Common
Erie, first
834
NEW RAILROAD
99
Missouri Pacific
Metropolitan
.127
.V.
A New York dispatch says: A syndi
21
Mexican Central
New Yoik Central
.147
cate composed of FIsk & Robinson of
. 86
Norfolk
New York, with whom strong eastern
107
Reading, common
ond western Interests are associated.
Pennsylvania
142
lias bought from the St. U)uls, Rocky
31
Rock Island, common
Mountain & Pacific Co. $7,000,000 of
2
Republic Iron & Steel, com
5 per cent gold
first mortgage
80
Republic Iron & Steel, pfd
bonds. The company wns Incorporated
64
Southern Pacific
not long ago In New Mexico to take
179
St. Paul
over the property and rights of the
33
Southern Railway
Co.,
Katon Coal & Coke
which
88
T. C. & 1
has been engaged for many years in
129
Union Pacific common
mining coal in Colfax county, N. M.
U. S S., common
34
Henry Koehler, Jr., vice president of
102
U. S. S., pfd
the Commonwealth Trust Co., of St
52
- & W
Louis, is president of the Rocky Moun
tain company, and J. Van Houten of
Wool.
St. Louis, Mo., July 12. Wool mar Raton, N. M., general manager.
ket steady; unchanged.

Iron, and Brail Castings! Ore, Coal and
Lumber Cam Shaftings) Pullrys, GnuU
Bars, Babbit Metali Columns and Iron
Fronts for Buildings.
J J J J J

ALBUQUERQUE
MBjBJsaMMMMsWW

REPAIRS

FOUNDRY AND MACHINE
WORKS.

MININB

ON

MILL

AND

A SPECIALTY.

MACHINERY

j

Foosdry East Side of Railroad Trscl

R. P. HALL PiJO.

ALBUQUERQUE.

NLW KEX1C

,i

..-..- .

Prescriptions
R1GHS.

PROMINENT

Kansas City Live Stock.
Kansas City, Mo., July 12. Cattle
Receipts, 6,000, including 2,500 Tex- one; market steady",
native steers,
$4.25 5.60; southern steers, $3J?4 60;
cows,
southern
$2?3.25; native cows
and heifers, $2.25fiu.J 5; Blockers and
$2.254;
'
ij'fr!?'' bulls,
fed
western
WflF?'"western
fed
?nC,A-aL'
CO8,
Sheep
Receipts, 4,0i)0; market
strong; muttous, $ l.u'i& 5.75; lambs,
$ifrti.40; range wetlieis, $55.75;
fed ewes, 13.50&5.

Next to Bank of Commerce

at consistent Prices

203 West

A

Dr. George H. Lockwood, who came
to Albuquerque two months ago, for
the benefit of his health, died very
suddenly at his apartments In this
by

HOLD-U- P

not what you find
when we are employed to do your : :

Electrical Work

IN THIS CITY

city this morning. Death was caused
heart failure.
The deceased was prominent In the
east, being connected for some years
with the medlral staff of the Trodeau
sanitarium at Saranac Lake, N. Y, one
of the largent sanitariums in the coun
Assistant Superintendent.
try for the treatment of tuberculosis.
The United Slates civil service
Ho Is survived by a wife and child,
Chicago Live Stock.
commission announces an examinaChicago. July 12 t'atlle Receipts, who reside in Kennebuck, Mass. The
tion on August 10, 1905, to secure
remains will be shipped to
point
from which to make certifica- 19.000; market steady; good to prime tomorrow by Undertaker A.that
Borders.
tion to fill a vacancy in the position steers. $5.50(6.01; poor to medium,
and feeders,
of assistant superintendent of con- $3.75fft5.35; Blockers
$2.75
4.80; hoi'i TICKET BOUGHT IN THIS
struction, in the quartermaster's de- $2.50 ji 5.25; cow
$2.25(fi5.33:
CITY ELEVEN YEARS AGO
ranuers. $2.50(H 5. 60:
partment at large. Sheridan. Wyo.. ers.
cmves, I3&6.75;
for duty at Fort McKenzie. Wvo.. at "u"8'
General Agent Jacob Frederick Zurn
$900 per annum, and vacancies so thevi lex:a8 led steers, $I.:'5& a.10.
market of the Texas & Pacific at Fort Worth
may occur in any branch of the serf- ' fcheep Receipts. 1",000:
strong
to 15c higher; good to choire has received a letter from Kansas
ice requiring similar qualifications,
wethers, $5.35 (ff 5.75; fair to choice City making a rather unusual request.
mixed,
$4.50&5.25;
western sheep, In this instance the writer sent a por- For Panama Plumber.
I tion of a partially
The United Stales civil service $1.75S5.80; native lambs, $5(tf8.25.
used ticket that was
commission announces an examina
sold at Albuquerque, N. M., In Decemtion on August 10, 1905, to secure
ber 1894, and wanted to know if it
Provisions.
Chicago, July 12. Following were was Bti.l good. This ticket waa routed
from which to make certification to fill vacancies as they may oc- the closing prices on the exchange to- by the Santa Fe to Kl Paso from El
cur in the position of plumber, under day:
Paso to New Orleans over the Texas
the Isthmian canal commission on
Wheat July,
Sept.. 8G'.
& Pacific. The unused portion is full
Corn July, B6'4; Sept., 55.
the Isthmus of Panama. Each appliof check punches. The writer of the
cant must submit with his application
Oats July, 31 ; Sept., 31 '4.
letter states that she rode on the
Pork July, $12.45; Sept., $12.fi2,4.
a photograph of himself, taken within
ticket as far as Shreveport, where she
Ribs July, $7,474; Sept., $7.70.
three years, which will be filed with
took another line. She now wants to
his papeis, ae a means of identificaLard July, $7.621 Sept., $7.10.
ride on the Texas & Pacific from
tion In case he receives an appointShreveport to New Orleans on the
ment. An unmounted photograph is
New York Money Market.
unused portion.
preferred. The kind ami date of ei- ,Vw York, July 12. Money on call,
The ticket was issued on a blank
auuiiuuons, me applicant s name, and stri ly, at 2W2V4 per cent; prime style that has long since gone out of
,u nu.tu wo jjuuwgrapn was p' 'nauuie paper. 44V4 per cent. vogue. In those days William F.
imnru, duvuiu UO lUUHHieQ OU We PaO- - Silver, 5Sic. ,
White wai geiieral passenger and
tograph.
ticket agent for the Atchison, Tepeka
Applicants should at once apply
& Santa Fe.
Spelter.
either to the United States civil servSt. Louis, Mo., July 12. Spelter,
The ticket while unlimited, Is no
ice commission, Washington, D. C.or firm; $5.17V4.
good at this late day, having expired
to the secretary of the local board of
by limitalon.
examiners, for application forms. In
Stocks.
applying for these examinations, the
Joe A. Hagemeister, the popular
New York, July 12. Following were
exact title, as given, should be used in the closing prices today:
clerk at the Alvarado hotel, will leave
the application.
Atchison, 85"4; pfd., 102; N. Y. C In a few days In company with A. J.
1 48 r Pennsylvania,
Cochran, the Dawson, Pa., coal mag142; 8. P.,
The prices that will obtain at the U. P., 129; pfd., 96; Copper,
nate, for an extended trip through the
lawn social on Friday evening at 800 U. 8. 8., 3 4 '4; pfd.. 1024.
east during which he will visit New
Park avenue, are as follows:
GipYork, Philadelphia, Boston and other
sy wedding entertainment in the
Dr. D. O. Norton, one of the leading points. During Mr. Hagemeister's abhouse, 25 cents; Ice cream and cake, physicians of this city, will
leave to- sence his place at the hotel will be
on the lawn, 15 cents; lemonade, 6 morrow morning for the east where filled by J. 8. Waller, of the Cardenas
cents.
hotel at Trinidad.
he will spend a month's vacation.

"f's'

R. R. Ave.

is

PHYSICIAN
DIES

RUPPE

B.

We Fill

50-ye-

WE WILL WIRE

YOUR

STORE

OR

RESIDENCE

In the Safest and Most Up to Date Manner

AT A REASONABLE COST
We Make

a Specialty of Electric Pumping
SUITABLK FOR KESIDKNCKS.
Estimates Cheerlul'y Given.

Southwestern

Electric & Construction

Outfits,

Co.,

z;"-.i(i-

-

So far as they go, Schilling's
Best take doubt and difficulty
out of getting your table

predict the biggest and best year. Industrially and commercially, for New
Mexico, that has been seen for twenty
years past, and would not be surprised to see Albuquerque a city of
from 30,000 to 40,000 people In the
next few years. Coal, iron, and many
other valuable and paying metals,
are within easy roach of this city, and
there Is no reason why k should not
soon be the center of a great Iron
and coal Industry. I have reason to
believe that the Phelps-Dodgpeople
are anxious to get In close touch with
Albuquerque and central New Mexico,
and these metal folks, when they get
started, usually do something. Although absent a few weeks, I notice
many new substantial improvements
here, and a walk through the business section of the town convinces me
that the merchants are enjoying a
good trade. There is no disputing the
fact that the real estate agents are
adding to their bank accounts, from
the business they are doing."
Today Senator Andrews opened private offices upstairs. In the N. T.
Amljo building, second floor, and these
offices will be kept open until
convenes In Washington in the
coming December. W. A. Bayer will
lie in charge when the senator Is not
in he city himself, and all communications should be addressed to him
here In Albuquerque.
The senalor stated that he would
remain here a couple of days; then go 1
to Santa Fe for a day, and thence
east on a flying business trip. He 3
will return soon, and remain here and
elsewhere in the territory until he
goes to Washington to take np his
duties as delegate from New Mexico
to the national congress.

THE MARKETS

Glass, Sash, Doors, etc.

American Block coal, the best Gallup
mined. Cerrlllos Lump, the standard
heating coal. All sizes of bard coal.

local politicians and friends.
"I returned Sunday night Irom the
east," said Senator Andrews, "and
stopped over two days In Santa Fe,
wheie I found the climate exceptionally fine end aalubrlous these hot days,
and where I also noticed some substantial Improvements In prosress. I
can truthfully recommend Santa Fe
climate for summer time, and believe
the people of the territorial capital do
more bragging about lta summer climate than they do about politics, especially since President Roosevelt
has set the wave of reform spieading
all over the country."
"Now you have given us something
on Santa Fe climate, let us know
something about the Albuquerque
Eastern railway?" asked The Citizen
representative.
"You can say, with all positive-ness,- "
Senator Andrews,
remarked
"that the Albuquerque Eastern will
be built; It Is an assured fact, and
the contractors aie expected to push
work when they atart and get the line
In running
condition by January 1,
1906. The contract was let, signed,
and all details arranged while I was
in the east, and the contractors will
undoubtedly be here some time next
week. I expected them here before
this time, but business matters detained them in the east... Their contract Includes depot, freight and yard
facilities at Albuquerque, and covers
not only what is known as the Albuquerque Eastern road, but also the
branch line from Frost Junction Into
the Hagan coal fields. The gentlemen who secured the contract are
fully equipped for handling the work,
and I have every assurance that they
will complete their contract by the

GOOD VALUE, BUT
CARPETS OF EXCEEDINGLY
WE DO NOT KEEP THEM LONG IN STOCK, FOR THEY ARE
BUYING THEM.
SO FINE THAT PEOPLE ARE CONTINUALLY
WE CARRY

Doub cal head to come
time specified In the agreement."
Hon. W. H. Andrews, delegate to
"Hack east," continued 8enator AnMexico, ami his drews, "business Is excellent, but the
ronirrpaa f mm Np
Bayer,
came
A.
private secretary, W.
weather is horrid, with rain almost
in from Santa Fe last night, and the every day, and I am glad to get back
many
today
with
delegate is mingling
home to the Iand of 8unshlne.'
I

H
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for Albuquerque.

MEXICANS AND ARIZONIANS
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ness Prospects and Predicts Big Things

CIVIL SERVICE POSITIONS

TREATING DISEASE
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Furnishings M0

00000000000000000000000000000000000

t, flu

5
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Have You Noticed the Domestic Finish
We give on

durable it Is.

our

laundry

work?

Notice how long it keeps its

We turn out linen, white as snow

specks

or

Try It and

and

see how
finish.

free from all

wrinkles.

Imperial
Co
Laundry
"RED

8

WQ'

j

Rio Grande Lumber Co.

General Building Supplies
SCREEN DOORS
BothPhontJ.

A.H. KEYN, Mgr.

3Ia d MarquctU

J

V
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Pain ask Towels,
Knotted fringe and two
work all whit and
lx 22x40 Inch
border
at, each

on

CITIZEN.

WEDNESDAY, JULY

NOME ST

White

Towls,

Cotton

Large White Cotton toweta that

12, 1f08.

tSH&V

will waah aoft and glv good aer- vice alia 19x40 Inch a bargain

Fijf

YS

Albuquerque's Biggest Brightest and Busiest Store

SIX- GREM T DM YS
-

IN TEE LINEN PEP' T.

gggjf3'aSeOEE

9

GREATEST SALE OP TABLE LINENS, TOWELS AND CRASHES in the history of Albuquerque. Thousands of yards of the best linens to be retailed at prices
will impress you at ODce with their remarkable lowness. Every experienced housewife is tempted by a bargain in linens, for the stapleness of linen values makes real
bargains the exception rather than the rule. It was a lucky purchase by our buyer in New York that enables us to come forward with such an offer. Every one should be
interested in this sale, especially the hotel and boarding house keepers, who are large users of these necessities. The values are unmatchable. This great sale is scheduled
for one week, beginning MONDAY, JULY 10.

THE

Napkins

Table Damasks
Foil Bleachrd, Half Bleach- cd and Turkey Red.
all linen
HALF BLEACHED,
full two, varda wide neat
an exceptionally fine bardesign
gain, and worth 60c pet yard, at

47c

50c
60c
65c
75a

Half
Half
Half
Half

Bleached
Bleached
Bleached
Bleached

Half
kins

Inch
worth 75c, at

der;

at.... 39c
at.... 55c
at.... 62c
at....47o

BLEACHED, all pur Linen
72 Inches wide oretty
oatterne finely woven and fine finish
85c quality, at

FULL

2.00
2.25
2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00
5.00

.

Napkins,
Napkins,
Napkina,
Napkina,
Napkins,

at,
at,
at,
at,
at,

Table Damaak 66
TURKEY
inchea wide colors guaranteed
regular 35o quality, at, per yard
RED

25c

..2

per dozen,
per dozen .
per dozen,
per dozen,
per dozen.

..2-4- 9
..3-0- 0

..3

J. 25

25c
62o
89c
98c

$1

-

.1-2-

$2.00 Full Bleached Damaak
40c Turkey Red Damaak
45c Turkey Red Damaak
50c Turkey Red Damaak . .
60c Turkey Red Damaak

Probably ten day more will elapse
before any active work will be done
shops at El
on the Phelps-DodgPublished Dally and Weekly.
By Th Citizen Publishing Company. Paso.
a a a
J. L. O'Brien, chief clerk for W. R.
Entered at poetofflce for transmis- Brown,
freight and passenger
sion through the malls as second class agent ofdivision
the Santa Fe, has returned
natter.
to El Paso from a couple of weeks' vacation in his old home in Missouri
and Kansas.
a a a
LABEL
George B. King, official photogra
pher of the Santa Fe railway, of
Is In Santa Fe.
Boston,
Mr. King
OFFICIAL PAPER OF
la taking views of the 'historic buildCOUNTY.
BERNALILLO
ings and places In the Southwest, to
OFFICIAL PAPER OF
be used in the advertising circular
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE. and pamphlets of the railroad. Noth
Dispatches,
Afternoon
Frew,
lng of a modern appearanse la receiv
Associated
hargeat City and County Circulation.
lng his attention.
The Largest New Mexico Circulation.
kargeet Northern Arizona Circulation.
e

Hemmed
Hemmed
Hemmed
Hemmed
Hemmed

Huck
Huck
Huck
Huck
Huck

25c
35c
40c
50c
60c
75c

Damaak
Damaak
Damaak
Damaak
Damaak
Damaak
Damaak

Towel
Towels
Towel
Towela
Towels
Towels
Towel

5

....1.69
35o
39c
45c
55c

:

$1

each
each
each
each
each

1.25
1.50
1.75

15
23c

l()t

25
39

New York
At Cleveland
Cleveland
Philadelphia

and UTILITY

3
1

2 7
5 10

R. H. E.
0
0

9
2

R. H. E.
7 11
0 3

1
1

Indlgeation Cured.
There ia no caaa of Indication. Dva
Depala or Stomach Trouble that will not
e
yield to the
and etrrngtbenlng
Influence of Kldul Dyapepala Cure. This
remedy takca the strain oft the stomach
by dlgeatlng what you eat and allowing
until It growe atrong again.
it to reet
Kodol Dyapepala Cure afforda quick and
permanent relief from Indlgeatlon and
all atomach troubles, bullda up the
and ao purifies that dlaeaae cannot
aaaaMai aatd gain a foothold aa wtwa In
dlgt-Htlv-

aya-.a.f- n

pd

condition.

1-5- 0

1.75

6-5-

7.95
8-9-

9.95
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the ACME of CONVENIENCE.

CLOSED

Sold bv all
.eUStjXKSJk

iTTrtDMD'T-lT.-

D6bon.

Cm big 4 for UDDaUnral

V"

eiatllllUtl,0

Irritation or ulOMrftiiou
f ma cove nioaibrsin.

PI

rainlvM, 8od not
or poiwDuiu.
lei

br
(r.

Mtria-tD-

lrtaTii
rJftia wrDDr.

or mdI
by eitrtM, trcBtd, lot
.TV
W. or bOtllr
Circuttvr mu( aa fruwmMt

NEW TIME CARD
Eaatbound.
T:M
No. S, Atantlo Express, axiir
a. m.; departs s:S0 s. m.
NO.
4, Chiess
LlmlUd. sxrh
11:69 Tuasdaya and Friday; deprts
WednesdAys ao4 Sator- 11:09 K
days.
No. I. Chicago and Kansas City Ex-preas, arrive b:45 p. m.; depart 7:45
m.

Wsatbound.

PlO YOU

see

CLARA'S
NEW

HAT

t'

I WONDER
WHAT SHE

PAID FOR
THAT

SKIRT

TRUMP
I

fr

t

(01 H, MR.CHIJTtll,
YOU'VE
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CAN

NCVER

HErlCrlBEft
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.
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lands.
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Stingl.

AW

Crom

Office

N. M.

U.l.

AnnUo building, Albuquerque,

MEN AND WOMEN.
0UfHlM

& CO.

Room 43 Barnett Building.

HAY, GRAIN

N,

R. W. D. Bryan.
Albuquerque,
ATTORN
N. If. Office, First national Bank build
tag.

appointment

M

F street.

Pensions,

ents, trade marks, claims.

Mrs. Alice Coburn Hayward. clairvoyant and business medium, 120
South Arno street. Office hours: 10
to S dally. Evenlcs and Sunday by

Hl watch

N. PEACH

JULY

i. cavlata, letter pat
patent, copyrights,

CLAIRVOYANT.

ITTPL

J

oooooooooooooooooooooooooo

REAL ESTATE

SX

v..

well block. Albuquerque.

.

THE

UNTIL

Ira M. Bond.

ATTORN
Washington,

W

E. W.

ru

BOTH -- HON,.

We have bargains In vacant lots and
Improved property. It will pay you to
Bernard 8. Rodey.
see us before making purchases. All
Albuquerque, business Intrusted to us will receive
ATTORN
N. K. Prompt attention given to all prompt
attention
buslneas pertaining to the profession.
Will practice In ail courts of the terri
tory and before the United States land
omce.
CLARKVILLE PaUlJJE
CO

at Singer stores. Sewing machines rented or exchanged

TMl GAME,
GIRLS.

207 West Gold Aveune

made by
Open even-ng- s,

g.

LAWYERS.

es

fTHttimCHHICl P.

WHAT'S

to

12; 1

Edmund J. Alger, D. D. 8.
No. DUS Railroad avenue Office hours
a. m. to 12: JO p. m.; 1: p. m. to I
p. m. Telephone M2. Appointments made
by malL

ATTORNBI-AT-LA-

m

MARKET

:U0

Albuquerque, 218 South Second St.; Douglas, Aria., G ave.
and 11th St.; Bl Paso, Tex., 102 El Paso St; Ls Vegas, 622
Sixth St.; Roawell, 209 N. Main St.; Santa Fe, The Plaia;
E.
East Trinidad, Colo., 201 W. Main SL; Tucaon, Aria.. 106 SilCongress St.; North Side Spruce St., between Gold and
ver avenues, Demlng, New Mexico.

TtN O'Cl

UNION

er

HDuquerque.

Price. 5 Cents Per PacKatfe

ALL RIGHT,

PI AY

A Specially Fine Line

W. N. Macbeth.
ana 16, Barnett building, cor-lRailroad avenue and Second street,

You Know How It Is.
LOVF i

Fresh Meats and Sausages

J. E. KRAFT.
Dental 8ureon.
Rooms
and 16 Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Ooods Company.
Both phones. Appointment made by
mall.
16

sewing-machin-

Sold

TRY OUR

DR.

Rooms

I

White Linen Crash 18 Inchea wide
with narrow red border also red
and blue checked glaaa toweling 10o
qualities at per yd.

5-2- 5

DENTISTS.

are made and
For all makes of
every
city
sold at Singer Stores ia

Mi-o-n- a.

R. H. E.

Western League,
R. H. E.
At Colorado Springs
4 4 2
Omaha
3 9
Colorado Springs
At St. Joaepb Sioux Clty-St- . Joseph
game postponed on account of rain,

rt

$1

THE BEST NEEDLES

o

4ri-iei-

4-7- 5

$730 Hematitched Set
$8.50 Hematitched Seta
$10 Hematitched 8ete
11.50 Hematitched Seta
12.50 Hematitched Set

1-2- 5

4c

3.95

Set
Sets

$5.00 Hemstitched
$6.00 Hemstitched

4.95

BLEACHED Twilled Cotton Crash,
wide pr yd.

4-7-

THE XXTH CENTURY 5EW1NG MACHINE

Keep Well by Strengthening the Stomach in Sum
mer With

EE)

National League.
R- - H. E.
At Boston
6 15 0
Cincinnati
1 9 1
Boston
R.H.E.
At Philadelphia
4 10 2
SL Louis
10 16 0
Philadelphia
R. H. R
At Brooklyn
2
2 1
Brooklyn
11 15 1
Pittsburg:
R. H.E.
At New York
5 7 2
Chicago
6 12 0
New York
American Association.
Milwaukee-ToledAt Milwaukee
game postponed on account of rain.
At Minneapolis
10
Minneapolis
3
Indianapolis
At Kansas Cit- y2
Kansas City
Columbus
At St. Paul
7
St. Paul
Louisville

at

3.15
3.95

2-5-

John H.

BASE BALL
3
1

$t at

2-9-

yd

Towelings

at

$3.50 Fringed
$6.00 Fringed Set

2-3- 5

$1.50

at

Black Chiffon Taffeta 36 Inchea
wide moat practical fabrio for shirt-walsuit oil boiled fast black, aold
elaewher at on aeventy-five- .

3.95

qThe highest type of FAMILY SEWING
MACHIN E the embodiment of SIMPLICITY

GUARD AGAINST GERMS

at 95c yd

Yard Wide Silk Pongfee that will
waah and wear well. There I nothing better for waists, suits or coats-reg- ular
one twenty-fiv- e
quality.

Hemstitched Linen Set aoft, firm
damask size of cloth 8x4, napkina 18
inchea regular $5 set for

1.25
1.50
1,75
1.69
1.95

Red Cloth
130 Turkey Red Cloth
1.75 Turkey Red Cloth
$2 Turkey Red Cloth

Ml-o--

Detroit

.1.00
.1.25
.1.50

$1.25 Turkey

I

Fancy 8 ilka for Shirtwaist or Shirtg
waist Suita-4h- oae
aoft,
alike that aold readily at eighty-fiv- e
centa the yard.
well-wearin-

PROFESSIONAL
I

Everv nno with wonlr HltrnuHnn
Nervousness and sleeplessness come
at this season, and more often from a weak stomach than
Subscriber will confer a favor by should use
nonso
any
strengthen
of
immediately
dishead-achstomach
us
flying
the
that
aotl
from any other cause;
ease germs can have no effect what- back-ach- e
delivery of the paper.
and rheumatic pains are
ever. This remarkable remedy puts directly caused by an acid condition
a
All letter and remittance should the whole digestive system in bo of the stomach.
corrects all
be addressed to The CKlieu Publish- ueaitny, clean and sweet a state that this, prevents the formation of acids,
'
ing Company. Drafts, check and post, fermentation or tho tnnd
and nervousness, kidney trouble, or
office and express money order must 1st, that any disease germs which en rheumatism, la quickly cured.
of
we
payable
to
ter
the
order
the
made
sioiuaen
be
destroyed,
win
be
Ask J. H. O'Rlelly & Co., to show
company.
and food will be so readily assimilatyou the guarantee under which they
ed that a rapid and healthy increase sell
OUR TELEPHONES:
Price, 60 cents.
It
Bell, 16. in uesn win result.
Automatic, 183.
costs nothing unless It cures.

American League.
At St. Louis
St. Louis
Washington
At Detroit

Fringed Cloth at
Fringed Cloth at
Fringed Cloth at

Hemmed Cloth
$2 Hemmed Cloth
$2 Hemstitched Cloth
2.50 Hemstitched Cloth
$3 Hemstitched Cloth
3.50 Hemstitched Cloth
$4 Hemstitched Cloths
4.50 Hemstitched Cloths
$6 Hemstitched Cloth

12'2c Turkish Bath Towel each 104
15c Turkiah Bath Towela each 12'2C
20c Turkish Bath Towela each.. 15
25c Turkish Bath Towel each..20
30c Turkish Bath Towela each.. 23
35c Turkish Bath Towela each.. 21)
60c Turkiah Bath Towela each..39

at 59c yd

d

2.45

1.75

20
25
33 1
42
45)4
50
853

each
each
each
ach
each
each
each

Ous Falk, librarian of the Raton
Santa Fe reading room, has gone to
Eldorado Springs, Mo., hoping to be
benefited in health thereby.
a a a
Civil Engineer McCUntock, who has
bad charge of the construction of the
Sugarite railroad at Raton, leaves soon
for Spokane, Wash., to become connected with the construction of a
railroad from Spokane to the Canadian line.
a a a
William Corbett has returned to
Raton from Topeka, where he has
been In the Santa Fe hospital since
last March undergoing treatment of
his eyeB, both of which developed
cataracts.
He had the cataracts removed, and with the aid of lenses can
see again.

allver-bleache-

cloth at

$1.50 Hemmed Cloths

napkins.

kind, at per dozen
$1.25 kind, at, per dozen$1.50 kind, at, per dozen

Towela
Towels
Towela
Towela
Towela

20c
25c
30c
35c
45c

1.00

That Can't Be Beat

LINEN SET size of
cloth 8x10, size of napkin 16
linen-pr- etty
Inches aoft
design very special, per set

"

85c

..4-1- 5

35c kind, at, per dozen
75c kind, at, per dozen

EVENING CITIZEN

TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily by mall, 1 year In advance 16.00
.60
Dally by mall, one month
SO
Dally by carrier, one month
20
Dally by carrier, one week
t.00
Weekly by mall, one year
The Evening Citizen will be delivered In the city at the low rate of 20
cent per week, or for 60 centa per
month when paid monthly.
Rate for Advertising can be had on
application.

soft, glossy linen

Silk Vatues

CRINGED

RINGED
TABLE CLOTHS elxe
8x4all white and colored border

dozen

per dozen, ..1.25
Napkins, at, per dozen . ..1.49
Napkins, at, per dozen, ..1.69
Napkina, at, per dozen ..1.95

FRINGED

..;i9

HEMMED HUCK TOWELS elze
Inchea with red border
towela that will waah up nicely Just
the towel for rooming house at per

$1.50 Napkins, at,

65c

35c Full Bleached Damask . ....25o
75c Full Bleached Damask . . . . .59c
90c Full Bleached Damask . . . . .75e
$1.00 Full Bleached Damask . ....85c
11.25 Full Bleached Damask ...1.10
$1.50 Full Bleached Damask ...1.25
$1.75 Full Bleached Damask

Nap- bor-

red
per dozen,

49c
1.75

Damask,
Damask,
Damask,
Damask,

linen
bleached
18
narrow

Linen Sets

Tabie Cloths

Towels

la M T
N. M.

ARCHITECTS.

V. O. Wallingford.
ITtrat Katlonal Bank Build
Pnnm
ing, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
oV

J. B. McMANUS, Manager.
602 South First 8treet Both Phone
DON'T

FORGET

titiiiiiririituii
ine Aiuuquerque Transfer Co.
handlea any old thing. Call at

S No. 110 West Gold avenue. Au- V tomatlc "phone 362. Bell 'phone
155 black.

V

S
T

A. E. WALKER,

F. W. Spencer.
Kooma 7 Barnett building, Albuquer- ue, N. at. Automatlo 'phone K.

CONTRACTOR

AND FEED
Wholesale and Retail.
HIDE8, PELT8 AND WOOL.

INSURANCE.
Secretary Mutual Building Assoclav
uou. uince st i. u. Baidrldg
tumber Yard

Thos. F. Keleher

BUILDER.

A. L. Morgan.
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER Eetl
furnished; Job work so PAINTS, OILS. VARNISHES AND BRUSHES
cheerfully
mates
licited, Automatlo 'phone 724; Bhop ill
North beoond atreet. Albuquerque, N. M.
Palmetto Roof Paint stops all

leaka.

PHYSICIANS.
r. U r.Annap. M.

D-

- D.

On gallon Devoes Paint eovsr
300 squars feat two coats.

O.

natnnathln Dhvalclan ant aurreon.

President New uexico uoara

ox uexeo- - LEATHER,

successfully
disease
rMTllCA
Barnebt bulldlnff.
Hours, 9 to 1 and I to 4. Both tele
phones. Sundays oy appointment.
p&thy.

trtA

All

Dr. J. E. Bronson.
Bomeopathio FhyalcUn.
Whltln
Room It.

Block.

HARNESS.

SADDLES,

409 "W. RAILROAD

ETC.

AVE

W.LTrimble&Cc
UYERY. SALE. FEED

VETERINARIAN.

AND

No. 1. Los Anxele Bxnrsss. arrtv
TRANSFER STABLES.
Dr. F. U Schneider, B. 8. D. V. 8,
T.Z0 p. m.: departs S:lt p. ao.
Veterinary Burgeon and Dentist.
Horses
and Mules bought and exchangarnrss
No. I. CallforaU Limited,
Co., th At'
Offlo with B. H. 1 rtggs
ed.
Address
W. L. Trimble & Co.,
'phones.
Both
a.
io:u m, Mondays ana Tssrsasys rarado Phannaey.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
departs 10:60 a. m. Moadays ba
VEGETABLES,
Thursdars.
AND
BEST TURNOUTS IN
FRUITS
no. 7, Ban Francisco rast uau, ar FRESH EVERY DAY. AT MALOY'S.
THE CITY.
m
v.
p.
rive 10:30 m.; departs 11:1"
get SECOND STREET. BETWEEN RAILROAb

Subscribe for The Cltisen and
Southbound.
AND COPPER AVENUES.
the nwa.
No. 27 departs 11:10 p. bl oonnscta
SUMMER SCHOOL.
with atltam trains
Of Albuquerque Business Col lea.
No. tl arrive from sooth T:I0 S. BL
In addition to regular work we will
connectlnc with No. t, astbound.
have Review Clasae for teachers' cerIn
tificates, high school, graded school. GROCERIES, Dealer
PROVISIONS, HAY,
No. 1 carries through chair, staadV and Spanish courses. Opens Monday,
GRAIN AND FUEL.
ara ana lourun siMplax oars
bos June 12.
AnritlM
Ten weeks for $10. for any course. Fin Lin of Imported Wines, Liquors
No. T carrle throogfc chair,
For further particulars address
snd Cigars.. Plac your order
RAMSAY V ALLMAN.
and tourist leepln- - oars for Baa
for this II n with ua.
Block,
Corner Fourth
Gleckler
r rauviacu.
NORTH THIRD STREET.
F. L. MTER3,
sim 014 Avsnu.

Toti & Gradi,
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Through mlatake, wo had a large order of crockery duplicated,
consequently, we have a larger stock of crockery than la uaually carried In an exclusive china etore, and to unload part of It Immediately,
we are offering It at 20 per cent o fffor caeh for the next ten day. If
you are In need of hotel dlehee, water aete. dinner sets, or odd piecea,
It will pay you to Inveetlgate ur atock. SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY.

J. D. EMMONS

Both 'Phones.

'

.

gLailroad Topics
Mechanic M. J. Drury, of NO MORE SECRET SERVICE
ON THE WABASH RAILROAD
Santa Fn. with headauarters at
Wlnslow, was in the city today on
The Wabash railroad has abolished
official business.
the entire secret service department
company, including about fifty
Mrs. Frank Zlnk, wife of a Santa of thecollectors,
train
and by so doing has
who
Eetancla.
at
employe
Fe Central
system of
most
ended
remarkable
the
Records,
W.
Mrs.
J.
Mr.
and
visited
espionage ever maintained on a railbaa returned tom Estancla.
road.
The facts regarding the abolition of
L. E. Courtrlght, formerly city marappointthe system of the Wabash disshal of Las Vegas, has been
offclose the methods pursued by Joseph
ed to AH the position of special
icer on the western grand division of Ramsey, Jr., In the effort to ascertain
the Santa Fe, made vacant by the whether his officials and employes
resignation of A. E. Oarver, who was were true to their trust.
appointed as chler of the secret servPresident Ramsey built up a sysice department of the Rock Island, by tem of shadowing that is said to have
Oeneral Manager D. E. Cain, recently. no parallel in railroad history.
By the employment of 121 men, all
R. L. Fuqua, of the auditing depart- of whom have been summarily dis&
Northeastern,
EH
Paso
ment of the
charged, President Ramsey was enhas returned to Alamogordo with his abled to place, a spy upon every imMfss
was
married to
bride. Mr. Fuqua
portant official and employe of the
Floy Paulson at St. Joe, Mo., June Wabash railroad.
For years these
28. Upon his return last week he men have been subjected to an esor
set
a
found his deek loaded with
pionage which began when they arose
silverware, the gift of employes of the In the morning and ended only when
auditor's office.
the lights went out in their bedrooms
night.
Jim Cashlon, manager for Brant at The secret service system expended
Bros., received on Saturday last the more
than $100,000 annually to be able
contract to do all the grading for the to convince
a railroad president that
spurs connecting the P. & E. with the
conductors were not stealing and
Arizona Smelting company's smelter his
embezzling.
at Val Verde, Arizona, about to be his officials werea not
a
erected, and also all of the cement
work ; in aggregate the amount of con- NEW NAMES FOR THE
GOLDEN STATE LIMITED
tract is $30,000. m m
e
Lantry-BharpCharles J. Lantry, of the
Although trains No. 43 and 44 are
Construction company, whlcu still
to as the Goldfor the en commonly referred
is building the Helen cut-ofState limited, officially the Golden
Santa Fe, was In the city a few hours State
limited no longer exists. Since
in
today. Mr. gantry's home i
Strong City, Kan., and he was on his the removal of the restrictions in reway to the scene of operations
to gard to transportation and other limee how the work was progressing on ited features, the trains have been
given new names.
the cut-ofm
m
The west bound train, wrrlch leaves
F. Soils, a Mexican section hand, El Paso at 4 o'clock each .afternoon is
who baa been in the employ of tne now termed the "California Express,"
Santa Fe at Los Angeles, was taken while the east bound, leaving El Paso
off train No. 2 this morning and re- at 2:10 p. m., is the "Chicago and St.
moved to the company hospital 1n this Louis Express," on the latest official
city. Soils is on his way to the City time tables. El Paso Herald.
of Mexico, but took sick on the train,
and it was thought best to place him PICTURES WANTED
OF
In the hospital until be recovers.
a
SCOTT
THE
SPECIAL
Third Vice President J. W. Kendrlck
of the Santa Fe reached Topeka MonAgent H. S. Lutz, of the Santa Fe
day morning on a special train in company with Oeneral Manager J. E. Hur-le- at this point, yesterday received a
ftom General Passenger
who ..made a hurried trip from telegram
New Mexico to Topeka to be present Agent Byrne, of the Santa Fe coast
to take hold of the affairs of the Dev- lines, asking him to get pictures of
lin properties, of which he Is one of the Walter Scott special, taken while
the train was in the yards in this city.
the receivers.
Mr. Lutz is now making an effort to
a
Between Albuquerque and Gallup, locate so me one who secured a good
158 miles of the Santa Fe track will snap-shof the special.
be ballasted this summer, according
This request for pictures
been
to statements given out by Santa Fe sent to every agent where has
train
the
to
be secured near the made a stop, and the pictures will be
officials. Rock
Rio Grande, will be used for ballast. used to Illustrate a handsome folder
on
Estimates made
the proposed work the road will Issue, giving the story
between San Marclal and El Paso are In detail of the
run.
said to have been much higher than
rethe officials had believed would be
AT THE CASINO
f
quired to place the track In
condition.
The play Tunning now at the CaRATE WAR MAY BE
sino is the most amusing so far given
STARTED BY RAILROADS by the Wade company. Poor, old
henpecked
Don
Bolero has twin
Passenger rates in western territory daughte:s so much alike that they
appear to be going from bad to worse, can be distinguished only by the fact
says a dispatch from Chicago. It was that one wears pink ribbons and the
stated today that the demoralization oiner blue. One is engaged to Mour- now existing is greater, and covers a zook, a Moor, and tne other to Marls
wider extent of territory, than any quin, a banker's son. The night be-which has existed In the past, except rore me marriage pirates eteal the
when there was open and avowed war Moor's bride and the sister is compelled by her parents to impersonate
in progress.
Special and party business seems to hor, thus being married to two husbe the most affected, though there is bands. The complications of the case
no class entirely free from the pre- make a very funny play. The drinkvailing condition. It was positively ing scene Is the best of all. Miss
stated today that such business as Hutcheson must have studied it under
the Epworth league excursion to Colo- existing realities. The Wade coms
rado was carried at rates which act- pany is certainly
in singing
ually would not pay the expenses of ouu ailing.
running the trains. Any business for
Colic,
which special trains are required is Chamberlain's
Cholera and
said to be In as bad condition.
uiarrnoea Remedy The Best
in Exiatence.
The more conservative roads are beT. M. Wood, manager of the White
coming exceedingly restive under the County
News,
Bribe, Ark., U a represtate of affairs now prevailing. They sentative southern
man, who
say that patience on their part has does not hesitate In business
expressing; his good
of a well known remedy.
ceased to be a virtue, and unless radi- opinion
Ho
says. "It Rives me pleasure to recomcal reform Is speedily brought about mend Chamberlain's
Chollc, Cholera and
they will be forced to take drastic Diarrhoea Remedy, having used It myself and In my family with the best remeasures In
a
sults. In fart I believe It to be the best
remedy of the kind In exiatence. Sold
M'N ALLY LEFT
by all dealers.
FOR CHANUTE, KAN.
The Raton Range nays: M:s. M. J.
J. F. McNally, who for many years
has filled the position of superintend Borden, president of the W. C. T. U.,
ent of the Rio Grande division of the was visiting Mrs. C. E. Stivers. Mrs.
Santa Fe, with headquarters at San Borden was o nher way to Tucumcari.
Marclal, airlved in the city this morn
ing from the south, and left on No. One Dollar Saved Represents' Ten
Dollars Earned.
2 for Chanute, Kan., where he goes
The average man does not save to exto take the position of assistant super ceed
per cent of his earnings, lie
intendent of tne Southern Kansas di- must ten
spend nine dollars In living ex- vision. Mr. McNally was accompanied lenses for every
g
saved. This
f the case, he dollar
by his stenographer, A. T. Howard.
cannot be too careful
unnecessary
expenses.
about
Very
often
trip
to
The
from San Marclal
this
cents properly Invested, like buycity was made in the superintendent's aingfew
seeds for his garden, will save sevprivate car. The party consisted of eral dollars outlay later on. It Is the
In buying Chamberlain's Chollc,
L. A. Morrison, who succeeds Mr. same
Cholera
and Diarrhoea Remedy. It
McNally as superintendent of the Rio costs
but a few cents, and a bottle of It
Grande division; Trainmaster F. II. In the house often saves a doctor's bill
Smith, of San Marclal, and F. M. of several dollars. For sale by all
Clough, roadmaater of the Rio Grande
division.
S. J. Hufflne,
is In
A number of Mr. McNally's friends Raton visiting of Apache, Okla.,
his brothers. Baggagewere at the station to see him off.
man W. F. and Storehouse Clerk C.
M. Hufflne.
Mr. Hufflne has disposed
PHOENIX TICKET OFFICE
of business
in
Oklaconnections
LOOTED OF $300 CASH homa and Is contemplating locating
in Raton.
When the Santa Fe, Prescott &
passenger
depot at
Phoenix railroad's
Whose Watch la la?
Marshal Kruger 'phoned the officers
Phoenix was opened Monday morning,
it waa found that the cash drawer was at La Junta describing the watch
stolen from Judge Bayne, and yestermissing, and with It nearly $300.
The local officers are working on the day morning the city marshal of that
case and one man has been arrested place notified Mr. Kruger that he had
arrested two negroes who came there
on suspicion.
He Is believed to be a man who was with the Flto shows, one of whom had
seen to leave the toilet room of the de- in his possession two ladles' gold
pot about 4 a. m., and later the cash watches, on one of which was endrawer was found In that apartment. graved: "Our Mother." The other is
The burglar made his entrance to the a plain cased watch. The owner
through the ticket window, should notify the city marshal as soon
office
which fce pried open with an iron bar. as possible. Raton Reporter.
Master
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Succeaeor to Futrells Furniture Co. Corner Coal Ave. and Second 8t.
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CO.,

2J9 West Gold Avenue.
NEW RAILROAD TO
CKUM NEW MEXICO
The largest lncorpoiation lee ever
paid Into the territorial treasury was
mat received last Saturday by J. W.
Kaynolds, the secretary of the territory, when tne St. Louis, Kocky Mountain &. Pacific company paid $1,100, as
required by law, lor the tiling oi the
toiiowing ai tides of incorporation:
St. Louis, Kocky Mountain &
company, i ne incorporators are
tienry Koeaier, Hugo Koe filer of St.,
Louis and Charles springer oi Cimar-lonNew Mexico. Tne principal place
oi business is Katon, N. m., and
Leany, is named ad the agent.
1 ne objects oi the company are
to
mine, quarry, excavate, bu.e and
produce Iron, coal, stone and
other minerals; to acquire by
lease, or otherwise, coai mines,
iron mines, mineral lanus and otawr
lands and property, and mineral and
mining i ignis; to develop mine and
operate sucii mines and property; to
buy and sell coal and other minerals;
to manutacture, purchase and sell
coke, iron and all by products; to
do a general mercantile business; to
Uo a general real estate business; to
acquire water rights and privileges;
to consuuet pipe lines and mains and
tstaulish water works, with all the
necessary equipment to manutacture
add produce electricity.
The capital stock la $11,000,000, divided inio
110,000 shares at $100 each, of which
10,000 shares are preferred stock anu
100,000 shares are common stock, tiie
number of dlrectoia
shall be fixed
troni time to time by the
but
if fixed at more than three, shall be
some multiple of three. Those who
will manage the affairs of the company for the first three mourns are
the incorporators.
Railway Company Also Incorporated.
The same incorporators also paid a
fee of $350 to Secretary of the Territory J. W. Raynolds (or tne filing of
(he incorporation papers of the St.
IjuIs, Rocky Mountain & Pacific Railway company, as follows:
The St. Louis, Rocky Mountain &
Pacific Railway company. The
the Henry Koehler, Hugo
Koehler, Max Koehler, Orvllle H. B.
Turner, and Thomas U. Harlan of St.
Lou.4; Jeremiah Leahy, Christopher
N. Blackwell, Raton; Charles K. Beek-niaNew York city; Charles opiing- er, Cimarron. The purposes for which
this c(poration - waa formed are to
construct, maintain and operate a railroad for the conveyance of peisona
and property for hire. The capital
stock is $3,500,000, divided into 35,000
shares of $100 each. The term of existence is fifty years and the principal
place of business is Katon, New Mexico, with Jeremiah Leahy named as
agent. The directors are the incor-porat-

ALBUQUERQUE

HARDWARE

PLUMBERS

LOW RATE
EXCURSIONS

GO,

TINNERS

4fi Street and

TO LOUISVILLE, Ky., DENVER, COLORADO
SPRINGS AND PUEBLO, Colo., CHICAGO, ST.
LOUIS. MEMPHIS, KANSAS CITY, AND ALL
POINTS NORTH AND EAST

Railroad Avenue

Pa-clh- c

....

I

TOOLS

Jer-euna- n

and
Rock Island Systems

STAR RETT'S MACHINIST TOOLS
ATKINS SAWS
8TAKLEY PLANES
JENNINGS A IRWIN BITS

LIBERAL RETURN LIMIT
Fastest Schedules
Finest Equipment
DOUBLE DAILY SERVICE

MAY DOLE HAMMERS

Sporting Goods

Dining; Cars all the Way

AND

or address

V. R. STILOS,
N. E.

6. P. A.. E. P.
System, El Peso, Tex

SUMMER EXCURSIONS

SADDLES

EAST

MEN'S

SADDLES
LADIES' SADDLES
BOYS' SADDLES
TEAM HARNESS
BUGGY HARNESS
BRIDLES, WHIPS
STRAP WORKETC. ETC.

incoi-poiato-

Short Line East

Fir further Information call

RIFLES
WINCHESTER RIFLES
WINCHESTER 8HOT GUNS
COLT1 8 REVOLVERS
SMITH A WE880N REVOLVERS
AMMUNITION, ALL KINDS
SAVAGE

HARNESS

VIA

I

El Paso Northeastern

oiu-erwib- e

pur-cnas-

....

Chicago and return, 15250, with final limit of October 31. or $49
good for sixty days.
. 1
St. Louis and return, 144.60, with final limit of October 31. or $43 80
good for sixty days.
TICKETS ON SALE DAILY UNTIL SEPTEMBER 80.
Denver and return, $25.16.
wry- -.
Colorado 8prlngs and return, $22.15.
Pueblo and return, $20.15.
Glenwood Springs and return, $36.15, via Pueblo, or $41.15 via Denver.
N

'

albuquerqueTabdware

CO.

I

Tickets on Sale Daily Until October 15. Final Limit Oct. 31st
F. L. MYERS, AgentA. T. & S. F. Ry.

0
0

Furniture

a.

The eastern terminus of said road 0
Is at a point forty-fivmiles northwest of Clayton, on the Colorado & 0
Southern railway, near Des Moines,
AND
in township 29 north, range 29 east.
In Union county. New Mexico. From
this point the road takes a uorthweBt-eilm
direction to Raton, in township
31 north, range 23 east.
In Coilax
0
county, a distance of about forty-fivmiles. From Katon the road turns to 0
the southwest, passing near Dawson, 0
verytiiing Needs
in township 28 north, range 20 east,
0
to a point near Clmarran, in township
About
the House.
27 north, range 19 east, a distance of
alout fifty five miles. At this point 0
0 BORRADAILE & CO., 117 COLD AVENUE.
the road turns in a noith westerly di
rection through Cimarron canyon, to m
the western terminus at a point near
Jiuabetntown, In township 28 north
range lb east, a distance of about
twenty miles. This givea an entire
length of road of about 120 miles and
opens up the large coal fields in Union
Th buyer of a CHICKT5RLNO
can never have 'any rezrets
and Colfax counties, conceded to be over his purchase, for lie will never PIANO
a Piano of another make that will
the largest body of coal under one compare in tone with the one he And
baa.
ownership in the world. This field
To be sure they cost a little mo re than other good Planoa, but that
comprises about 525,000 acres, and in- la the
Inevitable result when you get the beat.
cludes an area of alout boo square
miles. Beside opening up these coal
fields it will furnish an eastern outlet
to the fertile Taos valley for the shipment of the large productions of agricultural pioducts and fruits.
WE ARE SCLE AGENTS FOR THE CHICKERING
It is believed that the moving spirit
behind the enterprise is the great Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific railway
system, and that it is more than likely
(Kasy Payments)
that within the next few months articles of incorporation for a railroad
company to build from Ellzabethtown
south through the Taos pass and then
west through the teiritory, and on to
the Pacific coast, will be filed in the
office of the secretary of the territory.
While there is nothing sure about this,
the belief that it will come to pass is
We are now prepared te figure on cement walks. We use f rat
more or less wen grounded. Having
alase material and employ competent workmen which Justiquite a number of surveys made from
Our prices will
fies ue In giving you a poeltlve guarantee.
Taos, through Taos. Rio Arriba and
compare favorably with reeponalble competition.
San Juan counties to the western aide
of the territory, which one of them
w ill be selected. Is of course. Droblem- atlc, but railroad men who are well
STONE COMPANY
LADGOLIN
posted on the situation and on the
plans of the Rock Island road are of
711
AJDTOMATIO
the opinion that the connection will be
an assured fact by December 31, 1907.
e

Crockery

y

e

DENVER
&

RIO GRANDE
"Scenic Line of the World"

mmmm

Shortest and quickest
line from
Santa Fe to Denver, Pueblo and Colorado 8prlngs, and all Colorado points.
Connection at Denver and Pueblo with
all lines east and west. Time as quick
and ratse as low as by other llnss,

Checkering

PULLMAN

SLEEPERS,
DINING
CAR8, TOURIST CAR8, CHAIR
CARS.

tanos

On all through

WHITSON MUSIC CO.

CEMENT SIDEWALKS

IIYliDLIC

rilONE

trains.

No tiresome

delsys at any etatlon.

For Illustrated advertising
matter
or Information, address or apply to

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A., Denver, Colo.
A- - S. BARNEY, T. P. A., Santa
Fe, New Mex.

Mini

& Eakin

WHOLESALE

LIQUOR AND CIGAR
DEALERS

IP--

A

..

and O. P. C. Whiskies, Moet & Ch.ndon WTealChaVp.ifne
B. C. Bohemian and Jo Schlits Milwaukee Bottled
oWnfwd
distributors or the A Ivarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated csLalmrua and
price iisu Automauo Telephone 199. Salesroom 111 South First Sue k
Albuquerque New Meiloo.
I

ft

Band
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Local and
Personal
WEATHER INDICATIONS.

314

WEST RAILROAD

AVE.

COOL,

STYLISH,

'

Fair toniflht and Thursday.
ARRIVAL OF TRAINS.
No. 1, from the east. 7:30 p. m.
No. 7, from the east, 10:30 p. m.
No. s. fr.iu the went, 6:45 p. m.
Yerox spwiBl, from the eaut, about

6 p. in.
No. 2, from

the west 7:55 a. tn.
l,una and wife, of
ioiiion
Hon.
today In the city.
Los Lunas,
Robert Mollneaux, of the San Jose
market, has roup to California for a
various
few weeks' outing at the
coast resorts.
Miss Helen Honey, (laughter of Hon.
and Mrs. H. S. Kodey, loft yesterday
for an extended visit with friends in
Charleston, Pa.
V. A. itayer of Santa Fe, private
secretary to Delenate W. H. Andrews,
accompanied the senator to this city
from Santa Fe last night.
Miss Ruth Winters, of the Winters
Millinery company of this city, Is
spending a few days with relatives
and friends In Durango, Colo.
Harwood returned
Rev. Thomas
yesterday from a trip to Santa Fe,
where he went on business connected with the Methodist mission work.
Mrs. E. V. Call, who was the guest
the past few weeks of Miss Nellie
Ralston, left last night for Los Angeles, where she will make her future
t

COMFORTABLE
SHOES and OXFORDS for

Women. They are up to the
minute in style. They are
carefully made, fit like a
glove and require no breaking in. They keep their
shape and we guarantee
:
:
:
:
good wear
Dongola Oxford
Vlcl Kid Oxford
Patent Kid Oxford
Dongola Shoe
Vlcl Kid Shoe
Patent Kid Shoe

...

$1.50 to $2.00
$2.25 to $3.00
.$2.75 to $3.50
$1.65 to $Z25
$2.50 to $3.50
$3.25 to $3.50

home.
Colonel

DEPENDABLE FOOD
PRODUCTS.
Are those that have stood the teet
of practical experience. La thla respect the groceries we sell are above
even the breath of suspicion. No
brand that
at all questionable In
quality can find a place In our store.
Patrons favoring us with their orders
can depend on us absolutely for
the beet In quality, the
best In flavor and the best In nutrition.
1

furn-inshln- g

F. F. TROTTER
doMWMf

Nos. 118 and 120 South Second St.

W. 8. Hopewell left this
morning for Santa Fe to look Bfter
business for a few days, after wblcn
he expects to go east to look after Im
portant matters.
F. E. Sturges, one of the proprie
tors of Sturges' European hotel, accom
panied by his wife and son, Lloyd,
left last night for a trip to the Port
land exposition. They will be gone
several weeks.
Colonel W. H. Greer returned last
night from the WInsor ranch on the
upper Pecos, where he went last
week. He reports that the rest of
the party are having a fine time and
says they are catching lots of flsh.
J. B. Leary, who years ago was a
nurse at the local railway hospital.
but now stationed at the Topeka railway hospital, is in the city on a visit
to old friends. He will return to To
peka Saturday.
Sheriff Leandro Baca, of Socorro
county, and Deputy Sheriff Staple-to- n
spent the day In the city on their
return home from Santa Fe, where
they took four prisoners to the pen!

tentlary.

Prof. Rupert B. Asplund will leave
"week for the
City of Mexico, where he will be unit
ed in marriage next month to Miss
Brown, a former member of the unl
verslty faculty.
Harry P. Owen, of the law firm of
Klock & Owen, left this morning for
Alexandria, Canada, where he will
Join his family who are spending the
summer there with Mrs. Owens' parents. He will be gone the remainder
of the summer.
Judge Frank W. Paiker and wife
passed through the city last night on
their way to 'Socorro from Santa Fe,
where they had been to meet Mr.
Parker's daughter. Miss Parker has
been making her home with relatives
in the ,east for some years, but will
now reside with her father at Socorro.

the latter part of this

HAS A GREAT REPUTATION.
The ClarkTllle coal we sell prtncl-faJllike the Father of His Country,
Ma a reputation second to none, and
yoa know. If you're tried It, that It's
the best ever burned. IU freedom
g
qualfrom Impurities, Its
ities and our fairness as to weight and
delivery, entitle us to your patronage.
Remember we guarantee 2,000 pounds
absolutely In every ton leaving our
yard. We also handle all kinds of
anlll wood, mountain wood and kind-Oafree-burnin-

t.

,

John S. Beaven
Both phones.

Si!

our special RUG
sale is still on
YOU
STOCK

THE

HAVE
OF

FURNITURE

TO

SE-

We Have Ostermoor Mattresses, $ 1 5
THE GUNN SECTIONAL BOOK CASES,
And that our Hobby is,
"The Best," $5.00 Down and $5.00 per Month.

0. W. STRONG'S SONS
RUGS, FURNITURE,

LINOLKUM,

DINNER WARE,

Corner Second and Copper Ave.

Subscribe for The Citizen

GREAT

..MID-SUMMER-

wmAQ

119

j Judg e For Yourself

STOMACH BITTERS
when the stomach is "out of
order.
A 50 years record of
cures is back of ever

bottle.

seen one of our Big Green Tag Posters,
If you haven't already
look at one read It carefully and not distinctly the prices we
quote therein. You don't have to take our word for anything.
Take a look at our show windows and compare the goods on display there with the prices ws name In our advertisements, and If
SEEING IS BELIEVING, you will at once realize that the picture
we draw of price reductions In our circulars Is a very mild one Indeed. Everybody knows that a Knox straw hat Is worth from
$2.50 to $3.50, and we sell them for 90c.

Spanish Classes.
The Spanish classes in the Business
college are In charge of Prof. A.
Montoya, and begin at 9 a. m. Alt
who are desirous of studying Spanish
should enroll at once. For partlqulars
call on or address A. Montoya, or
G. 8. Ramsay, Gleckler block, corner
of Fourth street and Gold avenue.

Everybody know

that the Outing Suits we hav. tagged at
these prices and leave
x any mar-

$4.75 and $8.75 cannot be sold for
gin.

jmiatermelons that have been thor-Aj- J
oughly chilled in our cold storand
age, are delicious, refreshing,
cooling. Order one today.

Everybody knows that a first-clasBusiness Suit
cannot be sold with a profit for $11.75.
Everybody know that $14.75 is the sum asked for some of our
finest suits.
.
Everybody knows that Boy's Crash Pants cannot be made for
15c, and that nearly every ItJm we name Is a money saver.
But we have decided that our entire summer stock must go
and go NOW hence this sal a at this time.
all-wo-

First Baseman French, of the
Browns, fractured the first finger on
his right hand in the game with the
Las .Vegas Blues last Sunday and at
a result wl.l be out of the game for
about ten days.
Mrs. J. A. Laughlin will sing at the
Mrs. Bryan's resi

enteitalnment at

SIMON STERN

dence next Friday evening, and Prof.
Crum will recite.
4,000 Tons of Freight.

Wanted to let contract for hauling
all or part of 4,000 tons of freight.
Good wagon road, mostly down grade.
Plenty grass and fine water. Distance
fourteen miles. Answer A. B. C, care
Albuquerque Evening Citizen.

THE RAILROAD AVENUE CLOTHIER

BOB

BBB

Steam and Hot Water Heating
Call
and Examine the BEATIFUL GOODS Displayed
In Our Sample Rooms

Wholesale and Retail Hardware

Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings
HOSE, Belting, Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps

Harness, Saddles, Leather,
Ranch Supplies
....WRITE

.

FOfcT

PRICES....

...Largest Stock in the Southwest...

All mnniliora of A lhnmiernun lodee.
Kn 4fil anil nil visiting Elks are re

minded that tonight is the regular
convocation of the lodge. There will
be Improtant and novel work, and provision will be made for a social good

I 13-- 1

15-- 1

17 South

rirtt Street

401 - 403 North

The Homs Mission society of the
Highland
Methodist church, will
serve Ice cream, cake and lemonade
at the residence of Dr. E. N. Wilson,
406
South Arno street, Thursday,
July 13, from 3 to 11 p. m.. The ladies are arranging to make the occasion an enjoyable one. The lawn will
be tastefully
decorated, beautifully
lighted, while the work pf serving refreshments will be interspersed with
music, both Instrumental and vocal.
The public at large is Invited to attend.

any
are
and
our

Jeweler,

O AVENUE

Just received a carload of screen
doors, all sizes and new designs.
Call on us for Lumber, Glass, Paints,
Oils

and Cement Also
FLINTKOTE ROOFING,

SALE

...

CHAS. F. MYERS- -

3

HARVESTING

RETAIL
MACHINES
Agents for
Colt's Revolvers
and Automatic Pistols
Winchester Rifles

Store will close Satur-AT.,

"Come Again" Quaiity

during July and August

at
"Come Again" Prices

Mowers and Repairs
Binders, Tedders.

Reapers, Hay Rakes

-

ih

and Headers.

lit S. Sooooa

St.

Mcintosh

...HARDWARE...

DEERINC
and reopen 6 p. m.

Co,

Wm.

Colorado Phono 197

WHOLESALE

days at 12 o'clock

REX

Successor to John A. Lee.
First and Marquette.

Automatic 'Phono 183.

Invite you to come In. When you get In
we will show you other things of the

Discount

Proprletors- -

for

ALBUQUERQUE LUMBER CO.

o

FEE'S SUMMER TAFFY AT WAL
TON'S DRUG STORE ONLY.

PQ ST

rirtt Street

Screen Doors.

HALLINA MORGAN WINS

.AT PUEBLO YESTERDAY
Halliua Morgan, Joe Barnett's senpacer, won the
sational
2:20 pace yesterday at the Pueblo
meeting.
A telegram to the St. Elmo club
looms in this city, states that tne
maie took the race in straight heats.
The best time was 2:10.
This makes the sixth race Halllna
has won this summer, and puts her
stock away up. It Is said that Mr.
Harnett, who is now In Pueblo, has
been besieged with (letterings offers
from western horsemen, who want to
buy the promising mare, but so far
has turned them all down.
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EVERITT, LZ?i

Washlram

Wott Cold Avo.
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HOSTETTER'S

Watches, Jewelry and Silverware

an Interesting place this week. We are
exhibiting Summer Suits at prices that

7 J

--TR-

Fay-woo-

to you at
talk Diamond
Diamonds are always in order. We
time. They are an investment, and a good investment at the prices we
telling them. We have tome exquisite Diamond Brooches, Solitaire Rings
Studs, and we are really selling them very, very cheap. Take a look in
store and price them.

Is

20

business.
Cliilders returned
Attorney W.
last night from a short trip to Santa
Fe on legal IdMint ss.
E. B. Booth, the tailor, who has been
d
sojourning the past few clays at
Hot Springs, lias returned to the
city.
Mrs. W. 0 Shadrach has gone to
Kenton, Ohio, where she will spend
the remainder or the summer on a
visit to her father.
Pedro Pere.i. insurance commissioner of the terr.tory, arrived from Santa
Fe last night and spent the day here
on official
and
T. V. Maymird, the Jeweler
watch inspector on the Klo Grands
division of the Santa Fe, returned this
morning after a few days' sojourn at
the Faywood Hot springs.
Friends In this city have received
cards announcing the marriage ie-ceutly Jn Cna.tauooga, Tenn., of Miss
formerly of this
O'Hrien,
Kathryn
city, to Mr. Ccll Ernest Griffin. They
will be at home in St. Louis alter
September 1.
Nelll B. Field and Summers Burk-har- t,
two well known attorneys of this
city, returned last night from the
Pecos country where they have been
for the past week on a fishing trip.
They rqport the rest of the party
having a fine time and say that fishing
was never better.
Alias Bertha Conner, sister of Mrs.
Bailey Nowell, who was here the past
few weeks visiting, and having a
good time generally with friends, will
return to Santa re tomorrow morning. The young lady hopes to return
to Albuquerque in September to attend the territoilal fair.
Charles R. Peterson, a tnotorman
In the employ of the Albuquerque
Traction company, yesterday fell from
the top of his car while making some
repairs, and was quite seriously injured. He was removed to his home
In the old town and was reported to
be resting easy today.
W. T. Thornton, the veteran carpet
purchased
the
cleaner, yesterday
steam carpet cleaning works from
Stickney, who has been running
the cleaning works for the past few
months. Mr. Thornton wishes to announce that he will put the cleaning
works In good condition and solicits
the business of the residents of the
city.
Pablo Abelta, a well known and
prominent Pueblo Indian In the gen
eral merchandise business at Isleta,
was In the city yesterday and was a
pleasant caller at this office. He
states that the river, which did considerable damage to the Isleta farm
era a short time ago, Is now very low.
and that the fanners are now In
need of water.
The Home Mission society of the
Highland Methodist
will
church,
serve Ice cream, cake and lemonade
at the residence of Dr. E. N. WllBon,
406
South Arno street, Thursday,
July 13. from 3 to 11 p. m. The ladles
are arranging to make the occasion
an enjoyable one. The lawn wi;i be
tastefully decorated, beautifully light
ed, while the work of serving refreshments will be Interspersed with music
both lnstrumntal and vocal. The public at large is invited to attend.
"Wears for preserving, 2c the lb., now
Is the time to buy.
SAN JOSE MARKET.

DIAMONDS

THE PRICES ARE THE LOWEST.

RANGES,

made a flying trip
on professional

an

LARGEST

LECT FROM.

ACORN

KT

12, 1905.

to Grants. Inst mslit

Dirty canvas shoes can be made
Members should assemble
clean and white like freshly fallen time.
promptly
at 8 o'clock.
snow, by using Pickering's "Blanco."
arge, fat Norway salt mackerel
Easily and quickly applied; 25c a box.
For sale at C. May's shoe store, 314
just received.
SAN JOSE MARKET.
West Railroad avenue.

Please
Remember

ID

Dr. M. K. Wyl

WEDNESDAY, JULY

Shotgu n s, Ammunition

Studebaker

Wagon3

Wiss Scissors
and Shears
Eclipse Wind Mills

.WRITE FOR PRICES.
Mail Crders Solicited and Promptly Filled

Albuquerque, New Mexico,

